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The Free Show
The Free Show is Created and Developed by
Kyle Lance Proudfoot ©®™
aka:
Silver, High Wizard
+40ML

Silber, Psionic Warlock
+39ML

Revlis, Vampire Demon
+38ML

Mr. Newbie, Rules Lawyer
+37ML

Rules of The Free Show
Introduction

The Rules of The Free Show are tfsreadme.pdf and tfsreadmeII.pdf and tfsreadmeIII.pdf and
tfsreadmeIV.pdf which function as 4 InterActing scripts. The first two parts of this 3D Game,
consisting primarily of Science Fiction, Fantasy and Humor is actually Apotheum Colluseum
Game Rules and Apotheum Colluseum Novel. The plan is to develop it into a 3D MMORPG.
The medium of The Free Show is ONLY Internet, though you CAN play it around a table with
dice or the NO DICE Rules
SEE Apotheum Colluseum.
Age Recommendations are on my own two websites: http://www.silverlingo.com and
http://www.planesofexistence.eu.
This written version is FREE. The retail version in the future is NOT FREE.
This document is tfsreadme.pdf and is protected by my copyright, registration and trademark.
SEE the GPL Open Source Programming Licenses; Version: 4.4 Final; Last updated:
25072010; unpure, unstable, NOT clean, quarky and buggy... [(:-)].
"This is like Eminem and this is exactly like the Matrix."
GO TO (12) PRIMARY PURPOSE OF The Free Show FIRST.
"Human is so non-politically correct!" says Mr. Chirpy Bird.
WARNING: "DO NOT be Racist and/or Discriminatory!" says Silver, High Wizard.
WARNING: "DO NOT cause so much conflict, especially NOT on purpose." says Silber,
Psionic Warlock.
WARNING: "The Rules and the Laws are here for our own Good, stop causing so much
anarchy, chaos and shit on purpose all the time." says Mr. Newbie, Rules Lawyer.
WARNING: "DO NOT Invade my Privacy, or I will slash your throats out!" says Revlis,

Vampire Demon.
WARNING: "Stop swearing so much immediately!!" says Silver, High Wizard.
WARNING: "DO NOT Repeat anything too much!" says Mr. Newbie, Rules Lawyer
WARNING: "Keep your Volume down." says Revlis, Vampire Demon.
WARNING: "Admin freakin' out..." says Mr. Newbie, Rules Lawyer.
WARNING: "Admin editting..." says Revlis, Vampire Demon.
WARNING: "NO low-waving or high frequencies, you are breaking the laws of your Country."
says Kyle, Leader of the Faster Brownies.
WARNING: "No screamin'!" says Kyle, Leader of the Faster Brownies.
WARNING: "Orange Alert! Orange Alert! Do Double Guards! Error! Error!" says My Computer.
WARNING: "DO NOT Harass the Administrator! I am just the somewhat Neutral Referee
and/or Admin!" says me, god of The Free Show, Kyle Lance Proudfoot.
WARNING: "NOT everything is funny, really..." says Mr. Newbie, Rules Lawyer.
WARNING: "DO NOT Irritate me too much or you'll find out what happens..." says Kyle Lance
Proudfoot.
pfffffffff
Well, it should take awhile to remember all of these jokes I've been broadcasting via My Free
Show since 1997 when I began Silverlingo.com even though the proof for my +/-200 IQ Level
on a logical/analytical test done at a Dutch Government building is now blown up, missing
and/or non-existent, now... just kidding, it probably got deleted out of an old database. It is
what was mandatory to take my NT MCSE course, which I passed with all 6 modules. Due to
my own somewhat unstable emotional nature which in this whacky Noobie Chat Mode
wireless chat environment, or is it genuinely also Telepathy and Telekinesis, so many
Member's and/or Character Classes suffer from that Choice of career as a Network Engineer
did NOT go so well... so I am now in 2010 a Web Developer, 3D Game Developer, Web
Designer and/or Webmaster.
"Talking about a need for Universal Titles, Definitions and Rules and Laws. Well, onto
the rest of the 21st Century and the future..." says Mr. Newbie, Rules Lawyer.
The first concept was begun in 1994 when I started writing Apotheum Colluseum. I started to
play DnD when I was 12 years old with a Friend at school. Since then, I have played pretty
much every sport, played every board game, played every 3D Game and seen 7000+ Films.
Next to my education and work experience, I have full confidence in my ability to Succeed
despite the purposeful breaking of Rules and Law's and I CAN honestly say, "I am CANadian,
you CAN trust me 100%! Ha ha ha."
SEE websites: http://www.silverlingo.com and http://www.planesofexistence.eu. Other files
CAN technically be included into The Free Show, like all the other multimedia files I have
made. SEE also my two head works, thus my two books, one of which is published already:
The Black Dungeon Doorway and it's sequel (or second part of a trilogy), Planes Of
Existence, which I wrote, like other Author's in the past who I am inspired by, entirely with this
System. I am also the Owner of the domain names, SEE curriculum vitae.
"This is actually a 2-way street!" says Kyle, Leader of the Faster Brownies.
AND NOW I AM 213+ IQ.

Joke: It must be the DNA Mutations thanks to solar flares; so, I'll just jerk off on my harddisk if
it is waterproof...
Joke: And then the large morph-head of your baby pops up and loudly laughs, "Yes duddy,
you're so funny!"
Joke: You take a look back in the room and decide it must be the coffee...
Joke: It's like the Covert Spy sitting waiting at the Paris terrace drinking 1 coffee after
aNOTher...
SEE tfsreadmeII.pdf, tfsreadmeIII.pdf, tfsreadmeIV.pdf, Apotheum Colluseum Game Rules,
Apotheum Colluseum Novel, my websites, my multimedia files and my curriculum vitae. This
definition and development is meant to be taken as an entirety.
"The Arabian Mystic's have NOT and never will be able to read the whole thing,
memorize it, frontwards and backwards, translate it and cross-reference the whole thing."
says Silver, High Wizard.
You may NOT translate and/or edit any of these files. You may NOT sell, copy and/or
distribute any of these files illegally. You may NOT represent and/or associate with me and/or
The Free Show in anyway.
You may ONLY Register, Logon and/or Play on Internet when there is a GUI on one of my two
websites. You may, of course, Play with your Friend's ONLY in Private Home's.
The Free Show may NOT be broadcast or shown in any media. SEE Hollywood Film Law's.
If evidence and/or proof CAN be acquired as to such illegal Show's and/or Broadcast's,
especially in the wireless medium or the media, then you will be prosecuted to the full extent
of the Law of your Country.
"Do NOT talk to me, Do NOT talk about me, Do NOT associate with me!" says Silber,
Psionic Warlock.
"Though, thanks to all Our FANatical's and all My FANatical's for making me a
Celebrity with millions of Hit's on Internet." says Mr. Newbie, Rules Lawyer.
I, Kyle Lance Proudfoot, am NOT interested in TV and/or Radio. I have no intentions, no
plans, no goals and no aspirations to be on any of your Media's. My only Medium will always
be Internet.
The Free Show is ONLY a Guideline and is meant to be Read ONLY. It CAN NOT be
Activated, as stated above, in any media and/or medium.
"Roleplaying through the wireless medium is like talking to your stupid blond liberacé
biacé unending on your mobile." says Mr. Newbie, Rules Lawyer.
The Free Show has many Modules = Mods. The one each of you are suffering from at the
moment is the Wireless Noobie Chat Mode Environment where you CAN all ONLY talk with
each other, you may NOT use and/or Activate Visual Spying. This is plain and simple illegal,
breaking into someone's Privacy and is one the primary tools of the Paparazzi. NO Rules of
The Free Show are applicable in this Noobie Chat Mode and we primarily like to use some of
the Power's like Noobie Setup and Freak Out Effect's with a good dosage of Humor, Battle
and Warfare. Whatever, you do, DO NOT believe anyone you hear and/or see and/or read
and especially DO NEVER give anyone money. They are mostly assholes impersonating
someone.
"You have been Warned, now try to have more Funny, Fun and RnR." says Mr.

Newbie, Rules Lawyer
"No one heeded the Warning's back then, either." says Silber, Psionic Warlock.
Happy Volunteers, who will remain anonymous, helped contribute. Thank You.

PART 1 of The Free Show
(1) god of The Free Show

I, Kyle Lance Proudfoot, am god of The Free Show in my mind and in My Domain and anyone
Logged into My Telepathy and/or The Free Show and/or My Domain who tries to do anything
to me which is Negative get's an auto-response, "See nice try!", at which point their attempt
automatically fails.
I am god in My Free Show = I am god in The Free Show.
I = me = god of The Free Show = Kyle Lance Proudfoot = Kyle Proudfoot = Silver, High
Wizard = Silber, Psionic Warlock = Revlis, Vampire Demon = silveradmin@silverlingo.com =
cklpcc@xs4all.nl = futurpsi@xs4all.nl = silveredittor@silverlingo.com = KLP = K.L.P. = any
combination of these.
"This is NOT an f'in helpdesk!" says Mr. Newbie, Rules Lawyer.
"I Love to Battle and Warfare and Open Warfare, so go right ahead!" says Silber,
Psionic Warlock
"BAF, BAF, BAF, BAF Brein!" says Silber, Psionic Warlock.

"You call us Violent and look at your whole Stupid Humanity!" says Revlis, Vampire
Demon.
"If you call upon the evil then it will appear, on your own heads." says Silver, High
Wizard.
I also have other hidden Nicks which will NOT be disclosed and do NOT = me, god of The
Free Show, Kyle Lance Proudfoot.

(2) Insult's
Insult's  Ban's Forever.
Insult's are NOT tolerated and you are automatically Banned Forever in 20 seconds. This is
done with the Filter Guideline. SEE Part 4. You CAN also be Banned Forever for Insult's
manually by the Administrator.
You automatically get the Written and/or Spoken Message, "Y.o.u. are Banned Forever for the
Insult!" says me, an Administrator, or My Computer.
A Ban Forever CAN be indefinite. This depends on the Degree Of Severity. SEE Part 4. A Ban
Forever is at a min of 24 hours. In the case of Celebrities, at a min of 12 hours is
recommended.
You also get Fined in Tooney Euro's. SEE below Member Removal Definition's.
"Give it up, I CAN retort better than you, anyway." says Mr. Newbie, Rules Lawyer.
Joke: You know what you need to do, you need to look in a mirror, make a really big frown
and angry face and try NOT to crack up.
"All Hyper S.O.B. Adult's get Banned!" says Mr. Newbie, Rules Lawyer.
Joke: With the weak Ban's these days, all you have to do is like log back on in 30 seconds.
"I can just as easily say that you are stupid fuckin' wankin' 40 IQ Mongol, you
completely useless reject ignorant stupid Human." says Revlis, Vampire Demon.

(3) Impersonation's
Impersonation's  Ban's.
Impersonating anyone is NOT tolerated and you are automatically Banned in 20 seconds.
This is done with the Filter Guideline. SEE Part 4. You CAN also be Banned for
Impersonation's manually by the Administrator.
You automatically get the Written and/or Spoken Message, "Y.o.u. are Banned for the
Impersonation!" says me, an Administrator, or My Computer.
A Ban CAN be at a max of 2 Weeks. This depends on the Degree Of Severity. SEE Part 4. A
Ban is at a min of 02 hours. In the case of Celebrities, at a min of 30 minutes is
recommended.
You also get Fined in Tooney Euro's. SEE below Member Removal Definition's.
"Impersonation's are genuine Noobie behaviour." says Mr. Newbie, Rules Lawyer.
"Your obsessive, compulsive, pathological lying and impersonation's are starting to

severely piss me off!" says Silber, Psionic Warlock.
"Hewwo, I'm a wittle Noobie called Kyle and I want to wip my pussy. Good Rip!" says
Revlis, Vampire Demon.
Joke: The best way to do Noobie Setup's is through Impersonation, you'd be surprized the
shit they believe in the Rumor Media.
Joke: If you do enough Negative Impersonation of anyone then anyone will believe it at some
point.

(4) Minor Misdemeanour's
Minor Misdemeanour's  Kick's.
The following Minor Misdemeanour's are NOT tolerated and you are automatically Kicked in
20 seconds. This is done with the Filter Guideline. SEE Part 4. You CAN also be Kicked
manually by the Administrator.
You automatically get the Written and/or Spoken Message, "Y.o.u. Are Kicked for the Minor
Misdemeanour!"
A Kick CAN be at a max of 12 hours. This depends on the Degree Of Severity. SEE Part 4. A
Kick is at a min of 10 minutes. In the case of Celebrities, at a min of 05 minutes is
recommended.
(3.1) Bugging me.
(3.2) NOT shutting the fuck up if asked to by an Administrator.
(3.3) Asking dumb and/or Stupid Questions repetitively.
(3.4) Saying Brand Names for Profit Organization's, Businesses and/or Corporation's. Note:
This quickly rises in Degree Of Severity. DO NOT say illegal FREE advertisement. You CAN
even get Permanent Terminated for this one.
(3.5) Telling something which I asked you NOT to during a Session of The Free Show;
likewise, NOT passing on something I asked you to.
(3.6) Upping the Volume too loud on any Transmission. Note: This quickly rises in Degree Of
Severity. I am not the only one with Hyperacusis. You CAN even get Banned Forever for this
one.
(3.7) Using multiple Nick's at the same time in a Session of The Free Show. Due to the
importance of Identity's on Internet these days The Free Show does NOT support multiple
Nicknames and logons at the same time.
(3.8) Telling and/or Suggesting anyone logged in to The Free Show to DO or DO NOT do
anything unless an Administrator who CAN tell anyone to do anything; this is, of course, within
reason and CAN involve other Administrator's if the Member and/or Character Class
Disobeys. This applies particularily to telling anyone to 'Shut up!'.
(3.9) The Free Show is Online 24 hours everyday 7 days a week, forever, ad infinitum. This,
of course, does not mean I am always present, so once again watch out for Impersonation's.
(3.10) Making Rude and NOT funny Comment's about anything in The Free Show; if Insulting
see Banned Forever. SEE Primary Purposes.
"So many Noobies think they're being funny when they're just 'playing stupid'." says

Silber, Psionic Warlock.
(3.11) Interfering and/or Interference, you whacked out Hacker, Spy Stalker and/or Saboteur
with me, god of The Free Show, Kyle Lance Proudfoot and/or the Transmission of The Free
Show and/or any Member and/or any Character Class gets you even criminally prosecuted by
the Laws of your Country, like duh, ever heard of Cold War Technology?
"The act of Interference in a civilian area is an act of War. They must've forgotten that
paragraph in your very own Military." says Silber, Psionic Warlock.
Joke: If we caused anymore Interference with DBA and Satellites and Microwaves then the
entire Area would be blown sky high.
"I wonder how many other people, if not Celebrities, are suffering from Voice
Disturbances..." says Mr. Newbie, Rules Lawyer.
(3.12) Interrupting and/or Cutting Off and/or Ripping Sentences of any Member and/or
Character Class more than 2 times. Note: This quickly rises in Degree Of Severity. You CAN
even get Terminated for this one.
"Irritate me enough and you will find out what happens!" says Mr. Newbie, Rules
Lawyer.
(3.13) An Administrator CAN Kick anyone for any reason at any time. Note: This quickly rises
in Degree Of Severity.
"There will be Order NOT Chaos. Without the Rules and Law's you are all just a
bunch of chaotic anarchists." says Silver, High Wizard.
"What's funny about Democracy is two things: 1. The mysql database of 2008 does
not have a single 'Democracy' in it. 2. The percentage of people who actually go and Vote
once per 4 years is a very poor average." says Mr. Newbie, Rules Lawyer.
"It is very evident, with all the Teenage Behaviour on Internet, that you are just
breaking all the Rules and Law's on purpose!" says Mr. Newbie, Rules Lawyer.
"Due to the weak, siffy, 'holy' laws of your Country they can just get away with all this
shit..." says Silber, Psionic Warlock.
(5) Creator, Owner and Executive Administrator of The Free Show
I, Kyle Lance Proudfoot, god of The Free Show, am the Creator, Owner and Executive
Administrator of The Free Show ad infinitum, my Death does NOT change this. My
Computer's simply take over and someone else becomes Executive Administrator.
There will NEVER be an Announcer in The Free Show; there are ONLY participating
Member's and/or Character Classes in Session's.
I, Kyle Lance Proudfoot, god of The Free show, CAN make Temporary Rules in a Session
which I CAN Activate for a period of time in a Session. This is necessary due to the manual
nature of Administrator's. Such a Temporary Rule CAN become a Fixed Rule with consent of
the Administrator's.
To activate a Temporary Rule I CAN simply state the Activation in anyway, Telepathically,
Verbal, Written and/or Visual with the word's, "…This is a Temporary Rule..."
Joke: There are some bad copies of The Free Show goin' around, eh, so like, you know, don't
listen to them because, whisper, snicker, wink-wink, I don't know them, don't want to, and
never will.

Joke: I'm tryin' to go out of my mind! Losin' my mind again...
"I am a Serial Worker." says Revlis, Vampire Demon.
Joke: Why? Why?? Because I didn't feel like gettin' up to turn my fridge on.
"Fuck the representative." says Silver, High Wizard.
"Kill the representative." says Revlis, Vampire Demon.

(6) Member Removal Definition's
Action's and Activation's = Telepathic, Verbal, Written and/or Visual InterAction™.
EACH and EVERY Member Removal you get, by your own Action's and Activation's, is logged
automatically by my Computer and is cumulative.
Cumulative is a Unique Element of The Free Show. For EACH and EVERY Member Removal
you build up in a Session of The Free Show you get Removed and/or Pay the Fine at the End
of the Session. SEE Guarantee of Tooney Euro expenditure in Part 4.
ANY Member Removal attempt still Fines the Member regardless of the Member's
Immunity's. SEE Power's below and SEE General Immunity's in Part 3.
(A) Full Name
A Member CAN get Removed on a Member's First Name and Middle Name and Last Name =
Full Name Removal.
A Member CAN be Removed per Area ONLY. If you have multiple Character Classes DO
NOT try to logon to an Area where you have been Removed already: Your logon will NOT
Activate and you will get Removed again at a Higher Degree Of Severity with Kick, Ban, Ban
Forever, Terminate and/or Permanent Terminate; only I, god of The Free Show, CAN
Permanent Terminate a Member.
The Member Removal's apply to the IP of the Member's NIC and/or the IP of the modem at
the ISP, with your Real Identity, therefore your IP and NOT ONLY your registered Nick's; so
you CAN NOT change your Nick's and/or you Email's and/or restore an OS Image and log
back on because your Voices and/or Sound Effect Samples and/or Visual Effects and/or
Member and/or Character Classes and/or Internet/Online Connection's have Real Identity
tags/header's/flags in the 3D Digital and/or Analog Transmission's.
So, as you can see, a Member Removal is NOT the same as a Character Class Removal.
Character Classes are, obviously, just your Science Fiction/Fantasy Character Classes who
go about in the 3D Environment adventuring, frolicking and doing Battle and Warfare to Win
for the Forces of Good or Evil.
Try not to confuse the two.
"It's like they haven't even heard of Roleplaying and think it's all not unreal." says
Silber, Psionic Warlock.
"I got you so hard goin' and freakin' you think it's all not unreal." says Revlis, Vampire
Demon.
"What is actually the difference between not real and not unreal?" says Silver, High
Wizard.

"They don't even know the difference between virtual and real, anymore..." says Mr.
Newbie, Rules Lawyer.
Joke: Then a Noobie looks up 'Nick'.
"In fact, I have the whole thing memorized, it's all pre-programmed responses only..."
says Silver, High Wizard.
"Yes, I CAN Terminate myself, but I have no suicidal tendencies whatsoever, so stop
exxagerating, pffffff..." says MAZZSilber, Mutant Shadow Warrior.
REMEMBER: Eh! Noobie!! Check Area's with Member Removal's! Now! Pronto! Learn it
faster, sic...
(B) Areas, Action's and Activation's
The Member Removal's affect you, a Member, in the Area your Action's and Activation's are
in.
The Character Class Removal's affect you, a Character Class, in the Area your Action's and
Activation's are in.
Try not to confuse the two.
"Learn how to Roleplay you fuckin' Noob!" says Revlis, Vampire Demon.
EACH Kick, Ban, Ban Forever, Terminate, and/or Permanent Terminate must be Ordered
and/or Activated to be binding; due to the fact I, god of The Free Show, Kyle Lance Proudfoot
am the Creator/Owner/Executive Administrator of The Free Show EACH Order I state which
is Written with a Real Signature is binding. Other Order's which are Telepathic, Verbal, Written
and/or Visual are highly recommended. I DO NOT give Order's lightly.
"Though, now and then, I may be in a lightly intoxicated state of mind." says Revlis,
Vampire Demon.
"Due to my somewhat unstable emotional nature, I might get a little hot-headed now
and then, but really I'm Good at heart..." says Mr. Newbie, Rules Lawyer.
"Do not charge madly and feverishly into Battle." says Silber, Psionic Warlock.
"Due not charge madly and stupidly into your destiny." says Silver, High Wizard.
Joke: If we had to follow all the Verbal Command's of the Military then it would already be
Armageddon.
You, a Higher Rank Member, function in a Gru. You are nothing without your Gru.
If a Member keeps whining about your Order just say you, a Higher Rank Member, Order it.
The lover Rank Member gets the Written and/or Spoken Message, "Obey or Die!" by a Higher
Rank Member and/or Leader of a Gru.
If the Member and/or Character Class Chooses to Disobey your Command then it enters the
next Degree Of Severity.
There is, of course, a difference between Battle Mode and Debate Mode. The Degree Of
Severity would be higher if you Disobey an Order in Battle Mode.

Various Higher Ranking Member's and/or Character Classes in your Gru CAN be involved
and Administrator's CAN be involved.
After all, did you Win or Lose the Battle and/or Debate? SEE Battle and/or Debate in all Parts.

(C) Member Removal Definition's:
ANY Member CAN be Removed according to the Rules of the fuckinreadme.pdf's and/or for
ANY reason I, god, deem appropriate;
the Member's in my List's CAN be Removed if I, god, Kyle Lance Proudfoot type it in
fuckinreadmeIII.pdf ONLY.
(a) Kick:
A Kick is a minor Misdemeanour and makes you logout automatically in 20 seconds. For the
rest it does NOT do anything and you CAN login again by
typing your Full Name and Password in or just by simply saying "I log back on." in a Session
of The Free Show.
It does however add it to your Member Profile' Record and make a log entry;
if you get Kicked more than 20 times in a Session of The Free Show then you are Banned
automatically in 20 seconds.
You, a Member, are Fined €200000 for EACH Kick.
A General and up CAN Call a Vote to Kick a lover Rank Member.
A god or a goddess and up CAN Kick lover Rank Member's at a max of 4 per Session in The
Free Show; if the lover Rank Member
logs back on for the 5th time in the same Session then you, a god or a goddess and up, CAN
Ban the lover Rank Member by
Calling a Vote to Ban the lover Rank Member.
(b) Ban:
A Ban CAN be at a max of 2 Weeks. This depends on the Degree Of Severity. SEE Part 4. A
Ban is at a min of 02 hours. In the case of Celebrities, at a min of 30 minutes is
recommended.
This means you have committed a Major Misdemeanour. You CAN no longer logon for at
least 2 weeks and you must choose a new Nick!!
A Ban is added it to your Record and makes a log entry.

"Then don't get Banned, stupid!" says Revlis, Vampire Demon.

You, a Member, are Fined €2000000 for EACH Ban.
You, a god or a goddess and up, CAN Call a Vote to Ban a lover Rank Member.
(c) Ban Forever:
A Ban Forever CAN be indefinite. This depends on the Degree Of Severity. SEE Part 4. A Ban
Forever is at a min of 24 hours. In the case of Celebrities, at a min of 12 hours is
recommended.
EVERY bit of data that represents you in The Free Show is automatically locked in 20
seconds.
You will NEVER be able to log on to The Free Show again unless you buy a new computer
sucker!
You, a Member, are Fined €10000000 for EACH Ban Forever.

"Like wow, I've seen some screwed up things but this really takes the cake!" says Sir
'Hubby Bubby' Vortigern Maeve II, Spy Assassin.
"Now, that's just funny!" says Silber, Psionic Warlock.
*See (28) Privileges*
"Uhhh, Mr. Newbie here, just woke up, what did I miss?" says Mr. Newbie, Rules
Lawyer.
"How could you even know all of such things in the first instance... I can just as easily
argue I am talking to myself in my Home, roleplaying and practicing for my KLP Vid Humor"
says Kyle Lance Proudfoot, god of The Free Show.
(d) Demotion's:
Getting Demoted CAN ONLY be done by me, god, Kyle Lance Proudfoot and in addition to
how much it costs you now
to Buy Rank you are Fined 20000000 Tooney Euro's.
It is an automatic Demotion of a Member for trying to rip ANY Member's Password in a
Session of The Free Show and
a Tooney Euro Fine of 60000000 Tooney Euro's: So don't repeat a series of letters and/or
numbers when
a Member tries to logon/logoff or Change Password; it's this f'in obvious and illegal asshole!
Go To my Insect Jail at a min of 24 Hours. Cease and Persist; if you continue in your petulant
behaviour in this case
then a Higher Rank Member will Ban or Terminate you: Terminated Member = NOT a Member
= Member in Dead Mode = Hacker.
"I think I got it, this time, except, of course, if it's off on some 246.35 to the n degree
tangent, again,

(e) Member's are turned into Noobie's for good reasons and a Member is a Noobie at a min of
2 Weeks or
'till I, god, Kyle Lance Proudfoot decide to Call Noobie Cycle.
A Noobie, in addition to the 2 Week Member Removal in an Area is Fined 500000 Tooney
Euro's EACH 2 Days;
if this Deficit's you, it's really your problem ya f'in Noobie! In this case a Member had to be
turned into a Noobie by
a specific Noobie Member Removal Rule in EACH and/or ALL the fuckinreadme.pdf's.
"Die Noobie slaves, die! Wahahahaha..." says Revlis, Vampire Demon.
"So beg some other Member for Tooney Euro's already instead of being a whining
p.i.t.a Noobie..." says Silver, High Wizard.
A Member CAN ONLY become a Noobie when a god or a goddess or up says "Y.o.u. are a
Noobie n.o.w." and Order's it.
(f) Get Kicked Once ONLY For It is border-line & interesting and you, a Member, CANNOT be
Kicked for the rest of
the time-length of the Session.
(g) Get Kicked 5 times for a multiple Rule's violation in 1 statement. "Good Rip!"

CLAUSE: ANY activation's you, a Member, do which is illegal according to the Rules of The
Free Show and/or
is illegal according to the Laws of a Country, for unfair advantage, gets you Kicked
automatically and is consecutive.

(7) Member's and Rank's:
A Member of The Free Show is ANY -40ML Rank Member to +40ML Rank Member who
InterActs in a Session of The Free Show.
Gru = Group Of Members.
Rank Progression is at a max of +1 Rank per Day and Session and a Member needs to get
+50 Brownie Points at the beginning of EACH +1 Rank
to get Promoted to the next higher Rank.
If you get Promoted +1 Rank you have +0 Brownie Points at the beginning of EACH +1 Rank,
regardless of how many Brownie Points
you got to get Promoted +1 Rank.
Rank's in The Free Show determine your level of authority in relation to other Member's.
Rank's are the most important Element in The Free Show.

The following Rank's are the complete list of The Free Show:
(A) +0ML Noobie: You CAN become a Noobie in many ways in The Free Show mostly by
getting Demoted and
the various Noobie Rules in fuckinreadme.pdf & fuckinreadmeII.pdf and fuckinreadmeII.pdf .
Cyclically, ALL the wankers who I made Noobies become there previous Rank at a min of 2
Weeks or
when I, god, Kyle Lance Proudfoot choose to. I, god, Kyle Lance Proudfoot and my Computer
CAN do this to ANY Member ONLY.

(B) +1ML Private: When you enter The Free Show for the first time you are a Private,
automatically.
This is a good point to enter Silent-Mode.

(C) +2ML Private 1st-Class: When you earn your first +50 Brownie Points you are a Private.
This is a good point Chat with Voice's.

(D) +3ML Sergeant:
This is a good point to Start Betting.

(E) +4ML Kolonel:
This is a good point to Start Saving your Tooney Euro's.

(F) +5ML Kolonel-Major:
This is a good point Chat with Sound Effect Sample's.

(G) +6ML Luitenant:
This is a good point to Chat with Visual Effect's.

(H) +7ML Captain:
When Friends & Family of me, god, enter The Free Show for the first time they are
automatically Captain's.
When Celebrities enter The Free Show for the first time they are automatically Captain's,
except Celebrity's in my List's.

This is a good level to Chat with a combination of Voice's, Sound Effect Sample's and/or
Visual Effect's.

(I) +8ML Major:
A Major is an @Member and will get the respect of one too!
This is a good level to Battle with Voice's.

(J) +9ML General-Major:
This is a good level to Battle with Sound Effect Sample's.

(K) +10ML General:
This is a very respectable & responsible Rank to keep and you CAN get in my List's with
Immunities if ONLY I, god, Kyle Lance Proudfoot want you to.
A General Rank of your Character Class does NOT per se get you in my List's with
Immunities; this is what is called Small General's and Big General's.
This is a good level to Battle with Visual Effect's.

(L) +11ML 2-Star General:
This is a good level to Battle with a combination of Voice's, Sound Effect Sample's and/or
Visual Effect's.

(M) +12ML 3-Star General:
This is a good level to figure out how to get in my List's.

(N) +13ML 4-Star General:
This is a good level to do Leader role's & position's in ie Betting Rounds and Battle Rounds.

(O) +14ML 5-Star General:
"CONGRATULATIONS!! After years of F.U.N. you CAN now really start blastin'
Noobies with your Higher ML!" says Silver, High Wizard.
This is a good level to do Volunteer Work for The Free Show.

(P) +15ML a god and/or a goddess:
This is great level to combine ALL the previous parts & levels of your Character Class in
multiple 3D-Environment's, at the same time.

(Q) +16ML a goddess and/or a god:
This is a great level to Recruit your own Gru's for InterAction™, Betting and/or Battle.

(R) +17ML a god and/or a goddess:
This is a great level to memorize as much as possible of the fuckinreadme.pdf's.

(S) +18ML a goddess and/or a god:
This is a great level to try and Win at The Free Show.

(T) +19ML a god and/or a goddess:
Oh my god, you actually made it to the highest Rank ANY Member except me, god, Kyle
Lance Proudfoot and my Computer and
and a God or Goddess and GOD CAN EVER reach.
This is a great level to try and Win at The Free Show, too.

(U) +20ML to +40ML god:
This is a Private Rank Range and ONLY I, god, Kyle Lance Proudfoot use these Rank's.
god = god-Mode = god Mode = god-Modus = god Modus.
god does NOT = plural instances of the word god.

(V) -20ML to -40ML god:
This is a Private Rank Range and ONLY my Computer use these Rank's.

(W) 40+ML to 60+ML and 40-ML to 60-ML God or Goddess:
This is Virtual and Private and NEVER used by ANY Member and ONLY my Computer is God
or Goddess Rank;
this Rank Range is for the Mythology, too, and does NOT equal ANY Member's Nick: The
name of a God or Goddess is his/her/it Full Name.

(X) NXML GOD:
This does exist however is for real the omnipotent and omniscient being aka The Creator as
recognized by EVERY Faith on Planet Earth,
however The Free Show recognizes both the singular and/or multiple potential of The Creator,
too.
The Creator = The Creators = The Creator's = GOD.

(Y) Major and up Rank's is deNoted like in IRC and is an @Member.
joke: Noobie thinks my Computer has a Rank.

(Z) Ranks are deNoted as +XML Rank and/or Rank. Only me, Kyle Proudfoot, CAN ever be
god Rank till the Minute I die for real in real life:
When I die for real in real life I crown myself with God Rank and my Computer automates
100% of The Free Show automatically.
SO DON'T SCREW WITH ME!! OBEY OR DIE!
"Waahahahahahahahaha! Waanzin!! Maar we hebben er zin in..." says Kyle, Leader
of The Faster Brownies.
joke: Try making telepathy illegal!
"You realllly are no use to me you low-life infidel if you don't obey me..." says Silber,
Psionic Warlock.

(AA) Brownie Points: You CAN as a Member in The Free Show earn Brownie Points!!
Every 50 Brownie Points you earn increases your Rank by 1 Rank where +19ML a god or a
goddess is
the highest Rank ANY other Member except me, god, Kyle Lance Proudfoot and my
Computer and GOD in The Free Show CAN attain.
If a Celebrity wants to log on to The Free Show then a Celebrity automatically gets the Rank
of Captain.
This may seem low but then you CAN have FUN earning @Member Status:
It would imbalance things if you log on for 2 seconds and then get @Member Status.
I love my fans.

"And thanks to all my FANaticals again...!" says Silber, Psionic Warlock.
"Ya, just bite me, I want to feel immortality, I want to be the everlasting silver shining

of immortality:
Make me a Vampire Lych Demon from hell rising on great silver wings of evervescent
power." says Silver, High Wizard.
"Tja, just rrrrip 'em!" says Revlis, Vampire Demon.

You CAN earn Brownie Points in the following ways, and I might also give you some:
(`) Compliment's:
Complimenting me gets you +2 Brownie Points: There is a max limit of +10 Brownie Points
that you CAN earn per Day and Session in The Free Show by
complimenting me: You get automatically a Spoken Message, "Y.o.u. are at a max for your
Compliments for this Session!" says me, god of The Free Show, Kyle Lance Proudfoot.

"I so squeem in delight from compliments, Silberrrr...!" says Silber, Psionic Warlock.

(!) Good Idea's:
A good idea gets you +2 Brownie Points at a max of 2 per Day and Session:
You get a Spoken Message, "Y.o.u. are at a max for your Good Ideas for this Session!" says a
General or up.

(!!) max out at your Good Idea's!:
You get +8 Brownie Point and you max out at your Good Idea's at a max of 1 per Day and
Session:
You get a Spoken Message, "Y.o.u. max out at your Good Idea's, already!" says a General or
up.
"Y.o.u. max out at your Good Idea's!" = at a max of your Good Idea's in one time in a Day and
Session =
Great Idea = Great Idea! = Plima = Plima! = "Plima!"

(?) Helping me:
Helping me gets you +5 Brownie Points at a max of 1 per Day and Session and at a max of 2
per per progressive & retroactive
in case I didn't NOTice: You get a Spoken Message, "Y.o.u are at a max for your help for this
Session!" or "Thanks for the help!" or
"Gee, that's helpful!" or "Woops, I forgot, tks for helping me!" says me, god of The Free Show,
Kyle Lance Proudfoot.

You CAN help a General or up in Battle ONLY at a max of 1 per Day and Sesson and it gets
you +2 Brownie Points:
You get a Spoken Message, "Really, tks for the help!" says a General or up.

(@) Happy @Member's & Celebrities:
Making an @Member and/or Celebrity happy gets you +2 Brownie Points given to you by the
@Member and/or Celebrity
at a max of 1 per Day and Session at per per progressive & retroactive: You get a Spoken
Message,
"Y.o.u. are at a max for your Happiness for this Session!" or "You made me Happy!" says a
Captain or up.

(&) Knowledge:
Knowing something very unusual about The Free Show and stating it in a Session of The
Free Show gets you +6 Brownie Points
at a max of 1 per Day and Session: You get a Spoken Message, "You're at a max for your
Knowledge for this Session!" or
"Get +6 Brownie Points!" or "Get +6 Brownie Point's for knowing somethin about the Freakin'
Shh..." says a god or goddess or up.

(^) Rumor:
Feeding a Rumor about me back to me gets you +8 Brownie Points at a max of 1 per Day
and Session:
You get a Spoken Message "You're at a max in your Rumor for this Session!" says a Major or
up.

*See (9) Rumors in fuckinreadme.pdf*

($) Donation's:
Making a real life Donation to me, god, Kyle Lance Proudfoot gets you +4 Brownie Points at
+4 Brownie Points per real €1000 at no max.
A Donation is for (ALL TIME) in real euro's. A Donation < real €1000 still gets you +4 Brownie
Points at a max of 1 per Day and Session! [(:-)]
You get a Spoken Message, "Thank Y.o.u. for your most generous donation to me and you
are Well Come!" says me, god of The Free Show, Kyle Lance Proudfoot.
A Donation CAN be to me, god of The Free Show, Kyle Lance Proudfoot. SEE own website.

Clause: The donation account of Kyle Lance Proudfoot for (ALL TIME) is PayPal account:
silveradmin@silverlingo.com .

"... it is going to be a mad game." says Silver, High Wizard.
"RIP! Glug, slash, rip, roar, bite, baf, slice, poke, poke, RIP!!" says Revlis, Vampire
Demon.

One good reason to donate to me is to help me pay for the full retail version which will NOT
be FREE of this program called The Free Show.

REMEMBER: Day and Session is a limit at a max and counts for whichever one is longer.

Clause: You CAN get Brownie Point's from (7) (AA) to (7) (^) at a max of +20 Brownie Point's
per Week.

(BB) Brownie Points and Rank's Progression:
You CAN NEVER lose Brownie Points, though you CAN lose a Rank.
If you lose a Rank your Brownie Points are at the beginning of the Rank you were demoted to
which is +0 Brownie Points.
If you gain a Rank your Brownie Points are at the beginning of the Rank you were promoted
to which is +0 Brownie Points.

(CC) Brownie Points Prospects:
Only me, god, Kyle Lance Proudfoot and my Computer CAN give out Brownie Points.
As according to (7)(AA) a Major and/or a Celebrity and up CAN give out Brownie Points too.

(DD) Demotion:
When a Major or up orders a lover Rank on a Mission and you disobey and/or do NOT
succeed at the Mission or/and
severely SCREW UP a Mission then the most important Rule of The Free Show,"Obey or
Die!" is applicable and you either get Demoted or do NOT.
joke: Here comes the Vote function nicely in.
Simple: If 4 Majors and up say yes and/or I do then you are demoted by 1 Rank. Only
Celebrities CAN affect other Celebrities in this instance.
You CAN NEVER get Demoted >1 Rank or <1 rank per Day and Session of The Free Show.

"NOT even I would do you like that..." says Revlis, Vampire Demon.
joke: Personally, I'm turning buttcheeks by now...

(EE) god's Privilege:
I, god, Kyle Lance Proudfoot CAN give out Brownie Points at any time for any reason in ANY
Session of The Free Show;
I CAN give out Rank's at a max of +1 Rank or -1 Rank per Day at per per progressive &
retroactive;
I CAN give out Tooney Euro's in ANY quantity to ANY Member's at ANY time for ANY reason.

REMEMBER: me and my Computer have an effective infinite quantity of Tooney Euro's.

(FF) Starting Rank:
When you first join The Free Show all objects and values for you are at Starting Values and
your Rank is Private,
except for Friends & Family and/or Celebrities!
Friends & Family and/or Celebrities Starting Rank is Captain.

(GG) Computer Definition's:
Computer = SilverServers.
my Computer = my SilverServers = www.silverlingo.com = silverlingo.com =
fuckinreadme.pdf's.

(HH) Immortal Plane's:
Immortal Plane's = Plane's = Dimension's = Q-Plane's = QP.
Immortal Plane's is the third Virtual thing in The Free Show being deNoted with a + and/or null
sign and/or - sign
being +/-X% Good, +/-X% Neutral and/or +/-X% Evil.
Plane's are from -50 QP to +50 QP, where -50 QP is 100% Evil and 0 QP is 100% Neutral
and +50 QP is 100% Evil.
your +/-X% QP = your +/-X% Alignment.
Immortal Plane's are activated for your Character Class when a Character Class of yours gets
to Immortal Rank by winning at The Free Show.

(II) Immortal Rank:
Immortal Rank = IR.
Immortal Rank is winning at The Free Show! Woohoo!! SUPER CONGRATULATIONS!!!
You CAN win at The Free Show at a max of 20 times per Character Class.
To get a Higher Immortal Rank increases in difficulty exponentially; you CAN ONLY get +1 IR
by winning in the same 2-Month Cycle, starting 01012005.
Winning at The Free Show gets you Immortal Rank and 2000000000 Tooney Euro's and No
Ban Forever at Permanent.
Immortal Rank is 1 Plane above/below 5-Star General and is your +/-X% QP and does NOT
equal god, me, Kyle Lance Proudfoot.
Winning twice at The Free Show in the same 2-Month Cycle starting 01012005 gets you
Immortal Rank 2.
Immortal Rank 2 is 2 Plane's above/below 5-Star General and is your choice of +/-X% QP
and does NOT equal god, me, Kyle Lance Proudfoot.
There are multiple ways to win at The Free Show.
Immortal Rank is the X-Final way to be Promoted in The Free Show.

*See (18) Immortal Rank in fuckinreadmeIII.pdf*

REMEMBER: Winning is the end-all in EVERY mad Game.

REMEMBER: Don't forget that I, Kyle Lance Proudfoot, am god in The Free Show, NOT TO
MENTION MY OWN MIND!

(8) Obey or Die!!:
If you choose to Obey then you will most probably be rewarded by a higher Rank Member, in
the future.
If you choose to Die!! then your noob-head will be bounced upon by me, Kyle Lance
Proudfoot, god of The Free Show.
A Higher Rank Member will most likely choose to pounce on your Noobie wuss-head, too.
A good way to do this is to Repeat, "Nee, Noobie!" triggers on the disobedient Member's head
till he/she/it goes away.
It is NOT likely that you will last too long if you don't thoroughly read both fuckinreadme.pdf
and fuckinreadmeII.pdf and fuckinreadmeIII.pdf .

I congratulate any higher Rank Member who gratuitously blasts a disobedient lover Rank
Member!
Also NOT appreciated by me is hyper sob Noobies at incoming without readin...
Nor do I have the time or will explain anything to dumbass Noobies.
"I am not the B one here." says Silver, High Wizard.
"I'm happy too, fly around & giggle in Endless Ages..." says Kyle.
"And now we're stuck in Endless Time and Endless Existence." says Silver, High
Wizard.
I, Kyle Lance Proudfoot, god CAN NEVER be held responsible for the actions of irresponsible
Noobies.
"Get it already! I reverse, recall, retract NOThing. Reduction on the other hand..."
says Silver, High Wizard.
joke: Do you Order it? Do you Order it? Herc!! Herc!! Boing, boing, boing, splat.
"It's too easy to set 'em up!" says Mr. Newbie, Rules Lawyer.
"I CAN smell the Noobies comin' from a mile away!" says Revlis, Vampire Demon.
"I want to live! I want to love! I want laugh!" says Mr. Newbie, Rules Lawyer.
"I want to lie..." says Revlis, Vampire Demon.
"Don't explain anything to Noobies..." says Silber, Psionic Warlock.
"The rest is martial arts!" says a Faster Brownie.

REMEMBER: Hyper SOB Noobies is what Member Removal's are for.

*See (21) Privilege's (D) Member Removal's and (E) Terminate Member and/or
Session.*

Ironically enough, ahhh, Noobies in The Free Show are automatically Allies. This way we
CAN have more fun,
though strangely enough there is no collective, however there will always be a we...

REMEMBER: You enter The Free Show as a Private.

Noobie Forever is a Temporary Punishment ONLY, which I, god, consider very useful and
ONLY I, god, CAN reduce a Member to Noobie.

"Suffering is optional..." says old proverb.

(9) Rumor's:
"Everything about me is a Rumor..." says Silver, High Wizard.
Rumors are entirely supported and any Rumor no matter how under-the-belt is allowed.
To avoid conflict with other offences a Rumor must begin with, "I heard..."
Only I, god, Kyle Lance Proudfoot CAN try to squelch a Rumor in The Free Show and/or a
Celebrity CAN try to squelch a Rumor.
"DE MAZZZZZZZZZZZELLLLLLLLLLLLL..." says MAZZSilber, Mutant Shadow
Warrior.
"La la la, la la la... A mine here, a mine there... and here aNOTher." says MAZZSilber,
Mutant Shadow Warrior.
joke: Tic Tic tic BOOOOOOM!!!!
Everything about me is a Rumor!! I make up in The Free Show Rumors about myself. Other
Members CAN also make up Rumors about me.
Obviously The Free Show supports in-fighting so if any Member wants to start on the risky
venture of Rumor making, my blessings.
You get +8 Brownie Points by pressing the Send Rumor button, filling the form in and sending
it to my Computer. When I read it and it has
become in real life or in The Free Show a Rumor then you get +8 Brownie Points. Also, if it is
evident that a Rumor has been made and the Member
reveals him or herself then I will also give +8 Brownie Points to him or her.

A Rumor CAN NOT be > 15 Days or Session's old, which is a limit at a min whichever is
shorter, to get the Brownie Points,
but you CAN still say it of course within acceptable Repeat limit's; ONLY I, god, Kyle Lance
Proudfoot CAN give Brownie Points for
Rumor's about me; other Rumor's about other Member's at near-infinite already, obviously
don't get you Brownie Points.

Clause: The forms that need to be filled in and sent to my Computer CAN also be done in real
time in a Session of The Free Show by
simply stating ANY 1 of the form items to me -I AM TELEPATHIC- and I respond to you, just
like chatting.

Repeat Clause: The Forms that need to be filled in and sent to my Computer CAN also be

done in real time in a Session of The Free Show by
simply stating any 1 of the form items to me -I AM TELEPATHIC- and I respond to you, just
like chatting; my Computer Telepathically reads
my response to you and activates the function you asked for. It is, of course, possible to
activate functions in many ways just by saying your
activation request too.

(10) Getting Lucky:
These are random events my Computer triggers and are all positive.
Simple: You just get 1 positive function in fuckinreadme.pdf or fuckinreadmeII.pdf or
fuckinreadmeIII.pdf activated Temporarily for 40 minutes,
except (10) Getting Lucky and you CAN NEVER get god Rank or up activated. [(:-)]
joke: Irritate me, but NOT too much, to stimulate creative tension, co-ordinate who
gets their turn or NOT so as to reduce overlayed
hyper discussion if you like ever blow my bandwith away at 20000000 logged on,
resolve Member Conflicts, make recommendations
for the next course of action in The Free Show.

(11) TERMINATION:
(A) This mostly refers to the CANcelling of a period of time of The Free Show by me only.
This is ONLY Temporary and is NEVER longer than 48 hours, except, of course, if ONLY an
Alert forces this to be >48 Hours.

Clause: When I die in real life my Computer takes control of ALL function's of
fuckinreadme.pdf and fuckinreadmeII.pdf .

(B) I CAN Terminate a Member too.
No Member's CAN EVER Terminate a Celebrity.

joke: For the rest it means you pissed a machine off.

REMEMBER: I CAN ONLY Remove a General or a god or a goddess in my List's by typing it
in fuckinreadmeIII.pdf .

(12) Purpose of The Free Show:

(A) Primary Purpose: HUMOUR.
The primary purpose of The Free Show is to provide a telepathic-like, chat-like, game
environment consisting primarily of HUMOUR.

joke: Other things CAN happen like that checkmark...
"It's Aliens blastin' Noobies alright, sir!" says Silber, Psionic Warlock.
"It's NOT a game, it's a mad game...!" says Silver, High Wizard.

(B) Secondary Purpose: FUN.
The secondary purpose of The Free Show is to have fun.
ANY Country presently in a state of War is automatically Terminated from The Free Show.
ANY potential Member in EVERY Country presently in a state of War is automatically
Terminated.
A Member who states, "It is NOT legal!" and/or "The Free Show is NOT legal." and/or
variations of either of these idiotic Noobie statements becomes a Noobie automatically.
"HUMAAAN, LEARN HOW TO HAVE MORE FUN." says Roary, Fire Dragon.

(13) Call Topic of Discussion's:
This CAN be chosen by me or Called by Ranks Major or up. A Celebrity CAN also Call Topic.
The kind of Topics CAN be anything as long as it does NOT Conflict with aNOTher Rule in
this fuckinreadme.pdf and/or fuckinreadmeII.pdf .
If 4+ Members agree within 40 seconds then the Call Topic succeeds.
If the Call Topic does NOT succeed then the Call Topic CAN be Repeated at a max of twice
per Session.
If the Call Topic does NOT succeed at 12 Repeat's then the Topic defaults back to lkg Topic.
LKG = lkg = Last Known Good = last known good.

(14) Call Theme's:
Me and/or Majors and up and/or Celebrities CAN agree upon a tone for a Session or an
amount of time.
This means +/- friendly, or +/- stupid, or +/-factual, or any other min/max your excessively
screwed up mind CAN think of.
If 8+ Members agree within 80 seconds then the Call Theme succeeds.

If the Call does NOT succeed then the Call Theme CAN be repeated at a max of twice per
Session.
If the Call Theme does NOT succeed at 12 Repeat's then the Theme defaults to LKG Theme.

Clause: Every response to activation's in the fuckinreadme.pdf's by my Computer which is
questionable, doubtful and/or has no response
defaults to LKG response and/or state of activation.

(15) Mode's:
(A) Silent Mode: Where a Member sits and listens without transmitting ANY data, except a
Ping Pong.

(B) Invisible Mode: Where a Member participates in the whacked out humour transmitting
data, except shows no Member Data.

(C) Active Mode: Where a Member is fully transmitting data, participating in torrentious
laughter and showing Member Data.

(D) Dead Mode: Where a Member got Kicked, Banned, Banned Forever, and/or TerminateD.
Dead Mode = no logon = NOT logged on = log off = logged off.

joke: Buried at 5.9 Feet ??

(E) god Mode: Where I, Kyle Lance Proudfoot, god, use +20ML to +40ML Rank's for ONLY
me.
god-Mode = god = god Mode = god-Modus = god Modus = (ALL TIME) god-Mode = ALL the
time god-Mode = ALWAYS god-Mode.

*See Mutant Value's in fuckinreadmeII.pdf*

(F) bot Mode: Where Character Classes of ANY Member are activated and become a bot.
This is Temporary or Permanent.

(G) non-Silent Mode: Where a Character Class of ANY Member exit's Silent Mode.

(H) Coma Mode: Mr. Newbie is in Coma Mode which is where the Special Character Classes
go when
they're NOT needed...
(I) Half-Coma Mode: Due to Mr. Newbie's insistence & persistence he aptly perceived such is
the actual conscious state of ANY Human and
considered himself unduly charged & accused of being plain stupid.

"It's a regular Planet of the f'in Apes out here, alright!" says Silber, Psionic Warlock.
"With all the people talking with each other here, even out loud, acting like ignorant
Noobies who just showed up in the last 2 days, it's like a regular fuckin' getto..." says Kyle
Lance Proudfoot, god of The Free Show.

Clause: Me, Kyle Proudfoot, I, god choose whatever Mode I want at any time for my bots and
have better security than ANY other Member.
Members CAN of course choose their Mode too, however I have the right to for ANY reason
to do ANY action I want to, to ANY Member,
without ANY consequences, at ANY time.

(16) Swearword's:
These are fully supported in ALL languages and CAN freely be spoken ASSHOLE!!
"What was it with all the FU's?" says Mr. Newbie, Rules Lawyer.
I would really like to hear more creative swearword usage. There are so many creative
swearword combinations!
"Ya really, you lamo good-for-NOThing sNOTnose slime sucking zit-poppingwetassed 4-eyed pollutant." says Tweaky Tree.

(17) Grey Area's:
joke: I saw it in a ... "See the problem?"
joke: I thought I should stick, 'If you maybe don't if I maybe do then it just might.' in my
Computer...
Anything too complicated to resolve by the actually quite stupifyin Computer, even though the
program must look very strangely at Stupid human skin,
will be decided by me only. If necessary I will add new Rules at any time for any reason,

except where (ALL TIME) is deNoted.
Responses ALL grey, dubious, uncertain and/or where no responses will default to lkg
response and/or LKG state of activation.

(18) The Rules and the Laws:
There is a fine line between reality and unreality, and thus NOT genius & insanity.
The Free Show InterActs TM between the two freely and continuously.
Saying "Sorry!" is USELESS in my Free Show.
"Too late idiot!" says Silber, Psionic Warlock.
However, the one Rule CANNOT break a law of the other Rule. Criminals are SCHMUCKS
who will be promptly and swiftly
dealt with by my near-infinite Police Force and is Secret in my Free Show.
joke: May the farce be with you...
And the farts to keep you company...
On the other hand, RIPPING is fully supported by The Free Show!!
RIPPING = 'ripping' = Ripping = rIpPiNg = RiPpInG = rippin = ripping = rippin' = rippety =
rippola = ripem = rippen = rip'n and does NOT equal
rip = RIP = Rip = rIp = 'rip'.
"Like who takes 1912 seriously??" says Kyle.
"So, if you want to BLOW, do it!!" says Silver, High Wizard.
"Screw the hypocrisy of the patriarchal hierarchy." says Lance, IT Programmer.
joke: Alright! No, I'm all left.
Yes, it is FREE in The Free Show until I see a 2 followed by 6 zero's in real euros on paper in
front of my nose at which point I join my boyband.
joke: Lottery inside.
Yes, I do have plenty of other Multimedia files which I will sell when I have the right to in The
Netherlands, Europe.
These other Multimedia files are NEVER in The Free Show, except if ONLY I, Kyle Lance
Proudfoot, Bust one up!
Yes, I have VERY MANY other Multimedia files which I made, including more jokes.
joke: I guess I'll just wait till I'm 65 years old to start my own business...
In the mean time, my FREE website www.silverlingo.com is excellent too; linked to my main
website is http://www.xs4all.nl/~cklpcc/FutureSite.htm .
"Maybe I should play one of those RPG's to relax or somethin..." says Mr. Newbie,
Rules Lawyer.

"If I play enough FPS'ers and all my entertainment in Films is killing everyone for
points then what kind of mentality do you think it puts you in." says Silver, High Wizard.
"The only thing kids and young teenagers are doing these days is multimedia, films
and games, they don't even read anymore, let alone learn IT or Science." says Lance, IT
Programmer.
"Philosophy and Religion is still not even at High School's..." says Kulamanji.
(19) The Free Show Definition's:
The Free Show = My Free Show = Free Show = my Free Show = The Free Show = The Free
Show = MY FREE SHOW.
The Free Show is 24 hours every day and 7 days every week for (ALL TIME) active.
joke: It's a w.i.p.
Kyle Lance Proudfoot = me = I = god = Silber = Silver = Revlis = Kyle Proudfoot =
MAZZSilber = silveradmin@silverlingo.com = cklpcc@xs4all.nl =
futurpsi@xs4all.nl = silveredittor@silverlingo.com = K.L.P. = helpdesk@silverlingo.com =
reg@silverlingo.com = any combination of these 14.

(20) Order's & Command's & Mission's:
joke: How screwed up CAN it get?
(A) Kill Mission:
No Member, except me, god, Kyle Lance Proudfoot CAN send any Member on Kill Mission's
in real life.
A Kill Mission is NOT murder someone for real in real life in real time which is illegal and gets
you locked up
for the quantity of time of the remainder of your life after you commit such a hideous crime.
A Kill Mission is a real very irritating action I Order on ANY Member for purposes of my own
done by ANY other Member 'n then
listen in, cracking up laughing, how they do themselves!

"Why would I dirty my hands with the poor blood of supposed innocent mortal's?"
says Silber, Psionic Warlock.
"I won't even scratch a single finger nail killing y.o.u...." says Revlis, Vampire Demon.
(B) NOThing Is Reversed, Get It Already!:
No Command, sadistic programmer = hacker, I give CAN EVER be reversed by me or ANY
other Member.
"Then you should NOT fuck with me! WAHAHAHAAAu__" says Roary, Fire Dragon.

(C) min Rank:
ONLY Majors or up CAN send a lover Rank on a Mission which are real and Virtual.
ONLY Captain's or up CAN give Order's to lover Rank's.

Clause: Lower Rank = lover Rank.

(D) Order & Command & Mission:
(a) Order:
Order = Command.
Textual, Verbal, Telepathic, Visual Order's CAN ONLY be done from your originating
Computer and
have ONLY binding Ordered executorial quality via your originating Computer; my Computer
simply reads
the unique ID of your Member Profile in combination with your IP Address.
(b) Command:
Command = Order.
You tell a lover Rank Member to do something if you are Captain or up, like shut the f' up
already!
If a Member disobeys, you CAN Kick, Ban, Ban Forever him or her, except me, god, I, Kyle
Proudfoot.
(c) Mission: A Mission is a real life assignment. The recipient except me, I, Kyle Proudfoot,
god
must go on the Mission Ordered unless I and/or a 4-Star General deem the Missionas
inappropriate and ridiculous.

"The Free Show is now circular, too!" says Chirpy Bird.

(D) Mission Progression:
If a Mission is successfully completed and we at 4-Star General and up laugh our pants off
then the recipient is given:
(a) +5 Brownie Points for a Minor Mission
(b) +10 Brownie Points for a Major Mission

(c) +20 Brownie Points for a Terminal Mission
(d) +40 Brownie Points for Kill Mission
(e) Full Promotion +1 Rank for a Brilliant Mission

REMEMBER: Tja, regardless of how many Brownie Points you gain in a Day or Session, if
you go up +1 Rank you have +0 Brownie Points
at the beginning of EACH +1 Rank.
This means at a max of +1 Rank per Day or Session you have to get +50 Brownie Points at
the beginning of EACH +1 Rank.
joke: Screw You! Be Happy! No, sorry I'm NOT gay.
joke: Yup, you have to use a terminal.

(E) Command & Mission Definition's:
(a) Minor Mission:
This is something easy of little signifiCANce, either positive or negative, like make the old lady
laugh by wipping up her plastic bag...
(b) Major Mission:
This is something difficult of signifiCANce, either positive or negative, like make him smile and
NOT feel lonely anymore.
(c) Terminal Mission: This is something impossible of great signifiCANce, either positive or
negative, like get rid of the asshole roaring by
my front door, all the time in the wroing direction, by irritating the hell out of them and making
them do themselves.
(d) Kill Mission:
This is something to assassinate a bot of some Member, either positive or negative, like if
such an obnoxiating spy/hacker shows up again
ripping my Computer Box and excessively Repeating shit all the time the do him where it
most counts.
(e) Brilliant Mission: Well this depends on how hard we crack up laughing, like I haven't in
about 2 decades, either positive or negative,
like it alot, I like it alot, I love it, I love it a lot, it's great, see ya, really, mucho gratias.
(f) Immortal Mission: This is where you CAN at the beginning of +19ML a god or a goddess
Rank make a grab for the IR, ONLY positive,
with the consequences good or bad of such, and go up +2 Ranks and get 2000000000
Tooney Euro's in addition to the IR with success of your mission.
Immortal Mission = IM.

REMEMBER: The Free Show is primarily and about HUMOUR & FUN and secondarily about
Betting and Battling!!

(F) If a Major or up considers that some lover Rank Member was put through hell because of
some Order then
the Major or up will Ban the Member who ordered him or her.

"Now I get it! One must take one's shirt off for Woman in the amazon!" says Mr.
Newbie, Rules Lawyer.
"Here in the Netherlands, we live in the 2nd Amazon..." says Mr. Newbie, Rules
Lawyer.
"And now you're gonna blame me cause you're single too, right?" says Silber, Psionic
Warlock.
joke: WOH! Slobber, slobber y.o.u. are pwetty hunny bunny...
"Actually, a quickie at the prostitute, doesn't feel much different than gambling at a
slotmachine." says Kyle.
"It's more like my chances of getting AIDS is 50% with my past, habit's and being a
prime target." says Kyle Lance Proudfoot, god of The Free Show.
"After 2 weeks into a relationship, you trust each other and don't use a condom
anymore..." says Mr. Newbie, Rules Lawyer.
(21) Privilege's:
(A) Celebrity Status:
As stated before, a Celebrity who logs on automatically get the Rank Captain.
The Celebrity is a respected Member and any irritation of the Celebrity will give any other
Member, except me and
Member's who have these Privilege's Permanent, the Temporary Privilege's to:
Kick Member, Call Topic of Discussion, Call Theme, Ban Member, Ban Member Forever,
Terminate Member and
the Celebrity CAN activate ANY of these Privilege's:
Call Vote, Call Mute Member and
in no way CAN a Celebrity break a Rule in The Free Show and will also be Kicked by me,
god, if they ABUSE their status.

Clause: No Member will EVER be god Rank in The Free Show, except me, Kyle Lance
Proudfoot.

"Need I say more??" says Mr. Newbie, Rules Lawyer.
"Yes, actually the point is to keep it FUN until someone gets shot in the back of the
head." says Silber, Psionic Warlock. - Suspect Line.

(B) Co-ordination:

joke: In my compilation masturbation, then it is my cweation. This is a necessary
special Privilege just in case so many Members
log on at the same time and try to blow my Computer's bandwith away...
"Let's do coad!" says Mr. Newbie, Rules Lawyer.

I, Kyle Lance Proudfoot, god am ALWAYS logged on to The Free Show and am the ONLY
Member who CAN
Co-ordinate and/or Announce anything in The Free Show; I, god, am the ONLY Co-Ordinator
and/or Announcer in The Free Show.
Co-ordination is primarily deciding who's turn it is in the Background and Foreground and
Kicking and Banning troublesome dumbshits...
Yes, I have 3D Multilayer digital sound. Resolving Member Conflicts is important too.

(C) god's Authority:
I, me, Kyle Lance Proudfoot, am god of The Free Show.
I CAN do anything I want in The Free Show whenever I want to:
Anything : Whenever = ALL activation's : FOREVER = ANY activation : ALWAYS.
I, me, Kyle Proudfoot, god have absolute power in The Free Show.
I, me, Kyle Proudfoot, god am the creator, owner, star and law of The Free Showuntil the very
second I die for real.
I, me, Kyle Proudfoot, god will NOT tolerate the invasion of my Free Show by unwanted
hackers!!
You are a hacker if you continue to Disobey even after being Terminated or trying to log back
on with a Character Class which
has been Banned, Banned Forever, and/or Terminated at a max of 4 logon attempts which
ALL Fail.
A hacker is NOT a Member of The Free Show and is similar to many of the disturbing
individuals who try to wreck 3D-Environments.

I, me, Kyle Proudfoot, god reserve the right to do anything with The Free Show at ANY time
for ANY reason.

"Get an f'in perm, eh!" says Mr. Newbie, Rules Lawyer.

(D) Member Removal's:
Only a Major or up CAN totally freak any lover Rank Member out.
So, Member Removals happens with disturbing Members including extreme negativity coming
from some Member,
except me, I, god, Kyle Lance Proudfoot.
What I say & do as a creative quacky Artist is totally relative and could be in defense of truth,
justice and the right way.
*See (36) Open Warfare Rules in fuckinreadme.pdf*
"Don't trust me, I'm a mutant god." says Silver, High Wizard.
"Fear the mutant generation." says Revlis, Vampire Demon.
"Poetry ad infinitum, Defens ad absurdum." says Silber, Psionic Warlock.
"CHILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL!!" says MAZZSilber,
Mutant Shadow Warrior.

(E) TERMINATION:
TERMINATION is Terminate Member and/or Session and/or The Free Show.
Only I, me, god, Kyle Proudfoot CAN Terminate a Member and/or Session and/or The Free
Show.
I also leave me a last resort function: Permanent Terminate.
Permanent Terminate allows ONLY Kyle Lance Proudfoot, god, to completely lock and/or
destroy ALL the Member Data, Personal Info and
ALL Traces a Member left, destroying and locking the Member out for the rest of his/her real
life time,
thus effectively locking and destroying the entire Profile of the extremely disturbing Member.

WARNING: Don't harass the admin!

I Terminate a Session at NEVER more than 48 hours and this is usually done because of

serious disturbances.
A Session is in an Area.
I CAN End a Session too, which is usually followed by a New Session simply by stating, "End
Session." then "New Session."
The most standard way I do this is "End Session! Start New Session! I'm now leaving the
Area! I CAN't help what get's ripped next!"
"Thank GOD for Science." says Silver, High Wizard.
"GOD, always looking down at us, all ways." says Silver, High Wizard.
joke: Your IQ is about -20 right now!
joke: I always attack second.

(F) Play Joke's:
Any Member CAN play a joke which is in the formats .mp3 for 3D Multilayer digital sound
files, if .mp4 comes than it is .mp4.
For 3D Multilayer digital Visual Jokes it is any Visual file format.
The Free Show has very few Visual Jokes. For Text Jokes it is .doc at 2000 version and up.
All jokes are played through streaming media or download. All jokes which I have already
Busted Up for The Free Show are FREE!!
joke: No, I'm a Film Junkie...
I have very many jokes and other Multimedia files which are for sale when I have the right to
sell them in The Netherlands,
Europe which CAN ONLY be sold by me, Kyle Lance Proudfoot, EVER.
The sales of these jokes and other Multimedia files go to ONLY me, Kyle Lance Proudfoot,
per per progressive & retroactive.
If necessary, I will use my very real dyslectic lawyer to prosecute & defend.
"Hack reality." says Lance, IT Programmer.

(G) Automatic Computer Action's:
"I personally love AT('s) -lal, and wish they never went away..."
my Computer will automatically trigger any of the Rules in this fuckinreadme.pdf and
fuckinreadmeII.pdf which have the word's:
'auto', 'automatic', 'automatically', automated, automatized, automatised, automanual,
automatics in them; *-* are NOT tolerated with *auto* variations.
The object's and/or value's and/or description's of EACH Rule are the parameters. ALL word
combination's is the code.

EACH word combination in The Free Show is a function; a signifiCANt operational function is
1 sentence as constituted by the grammatical rules of the English language
according to the Webster Dictionary's and Harper-Collins Dictionary's and Oxford Dictionary's
and according to the Rules in the fuckinreadme.pdf's.
In fact, my Computer reads fuckinreadme.pdf and fuckinreadmeII.pdf and fuckinreadmeIII.pdf
as an InterActive™ script.
In many ways the fuckinreadme.pdf's CAN be seen as an Universal Language Scheme.
Only I CAN turn my Computer OFF. Only I CAN turn my Computer ON.

joke: There are more loopholes in the law than a dyslectic lawyer.
joke: My dyslexic lawyer CAN read it!
joke: I am definitely bipolar!
"It's like reading myself, man!" says Silver, High Wizard.
"By this time I don't need to write your password down, either..." says Revlis, Vampire
Demon.

"Thus, read the fuckinreadme..." says Silver, High Wizard.

(H) Write Joke:
(a) ONLY I, Kyle Lance Proudfoot, me, god CAN write a Joke in The Free Show.
(b) ONLY I, Kyle Lance Proudfoot, me, god CAN write a joke into the Computer of The Free
Show.
(c) ONLY I, Kyle Lance Proudfoot, me, god CAN write a Joke out of a and/or b.

(I) Change Rule:
ONLY I, Kyle Lance Proudfoot, me, god CAN Change and/or Reduce and/or Increase a Rule
in The Free Show,
in the fuckinreadme.pdf and/or the fuckinreadmeII.pdf and fuckinreadme III.pdf: I CAN do this
at ANY time for ANY reason.
No decompiling, reverse engineering and/or ripping of the Rules in the fuckinreadme.pdf's in
The Free Show is EVER tolerated,
as protected by my Birth Right and Death's Right and Author's Right stated in the articles in
the law of a Country.
I CAN NOT , nor ANY Member, Reverse a Rule and/or Order and/or Mission Ordered stated
by me, god, Kyle Lance Proudfoot;

if a Mission is determined to be exceedingly negative, stupid, ridiculous, unnecessary, then it
has NOT been Ordered yet.

"Get it, nothing's reversed, already!" says Silber, Psionic Warlock.
"I'm tryin' to grow mo hair, NOT lose it..." says Silver, High Wizard.

(J) Irritate Me (LOL):
ONLY a 2-Star General or up and a Celebrity are allowed to Irritate Me.
This special Privilege exists for creative tension because I have seen that it is funny but NOT
too much or you'll regret it:
This will Ban you automatically in 20 seconds.

(K) Friend's & Families:
If you are a Friend & Family of me as defined in fuckinreadme.pdf then I prefer if you just go
to www.silverlingo.com .
However, you CAN log on for the first time in Silent Mode ONLY and automatically get the
Rank Captain...
You have to suffer my presence anyway...
joke: That includes MTHead!

(L) Neighbours:
If you are a Neighbour, a Member, you are restricted by the same Rules which disallow
Friends & Family from participation
in The Free Show; this applies within 2 Homes in ANY direction relative to yourself.
REMEMBER: Don't forget the difference between Private, Public or Secret, either.

"Try hitting the Open Air already, 'suffe' Noobie..." says Revlis, Vampire Demon.
"Dear neighbour, you are presently engaged in illegal activity... Bye..." says Mr.
Newbie, Rules Lawyer.
"We really don't want it gettin 'Mickey Mouse' 'round here." says Silver, High Wizard.
"DO NOT talk out loud through the floor, wall's and/or ceiling to me!" says Kyle Lance
Proudfoot, god of The Free Show.
"It is really NOT love thy neighbour, there in fact is no Christian left in the country who
even practices this one..." says Silber, Psionic Warlock.

"The point is to use Nodal Point's or Nodal Spheres in the Open Air and not interfere,
resonate, disturb and/or rip Voices and/or Sound Effect Samples into anyone's home." says
Mr. Newbie, Rules Lawyer.

On the other hand, you are liberated by the same Friends & Family Rules, too.
In addition to the Neighbour Rule, due to the unique nature of The Free Show, a Noobie is
NOT permitted to
come anywhere nier me, god, Kyle Lance Proudfoot when I am at my Home: ANY other
action by a Noobie
will be considered an act of terrorism.
Home = my Home = my Home Area = my Base Area = my Base = Short Range.
*See (17) Area's (A) Range +1ML Short: in fuckinreadmeII.pdf*
P.S. my Computer is NOT my Computer Box, no kidding.
"Anyway, you're so knockin' on the wrong fuckin' door, you f'in Noobie." says Silber,
Psionic Warlock.
"You wanna keep knockin' on my door, it's a hell portal alright!" says Revlis, Vampire
Demon.

(22) Bonus Prize's:
These are small prizes you win like something to hang on your rear view mirror. You CAN win
them when you guess correctly something unsaid,
which I could be thinking or planning to do, or a sic-quark in the program that happened at
some folder 10 minutes ago or
an insight into an underlying meaning of something said by a Member in a Session in The
Free Show.
No more than 1 Trinket per Day is ever given away and often none are.
You get the Bonus Prize by pressing the Bonus Prize button, filling the form in, sending it to
me and when
you ever get it through snail mail. You CAN also get a Bonus Prize by seeing and/or hearing
what was missed by
the other tunnel-vision myopic moles.
It is then sent via snail-mail to you, automatically. If I don't have your address in your Member
Data and/or Personal Info then
don't expect your Bonus Prize EVER to arrive.
A Member wins a Bonus Prize when I, Kyle Proudfoot, state that he or she wins a Bonus
Prize and then I describe what the cute little Trinket is.

A Trinket has no monetary value: What the Trinket of the Day is has no monetary valuta value
of a Country and is a promotional Goodie ONLY and
is said at some point in a Sessioin of The Free Show: You get the Spoken Message,
"...Trinket of the Day is..." or "The Bonus Prized is..." says my Computer.

joke: People who put their full personal info in their email...

(23) Betting:
(A) Betting is one of ONLY 2 Rules which are Virtual in The Free Show.
All forms of Virtual Betting are supported by The Free Show!! I, god, even Bet sometimes too!!
I, god, NEVER Bet more than €10 on any 1 Bet. Smirk.
ANY Member except a Private, and 'sukkel' Noobie, CAN Bet!
ANY Member except a Private and Private 1st-Class CAN Bet ANY amount of Tooney Euro's!
A Private 1st-Class CAN Bet a max of €100.
"Low-life do you know how much €100 is?" says Tricky Twee.
"Don't lose your Tooney Euro's..." says Revlis, meanin it's very uncertain.
€ in fuckinreadme.pdf and fuckinreadmeII.pdf and fuckinreadmeIII.pdf = Tooney Euro's.
Tooney Euro does NOT equal real euro. Tooney Euro's are used & abused in The Free Show!
No real euro's are ever used in Betting in The Free Show!!
To Start Betting say "I Start Betting!". To Stop Betting say "I Stop Betting!".
A correct Bet is placed by a Member who states, "I Bet...". A Celebrity CAN state a Bet in
other ways if it is NOT a command imperative.
Your Bet's are placed with your Voice's and via forms in a Session of The Free Show.
Bet's are ONLY 3D-Multilayer digital sound based and NOT Visual; if you want Visual Betting
then go to a slot-machine.
The Odds are 2:1, 3:1, 5:1, 7:1, 9:1, 10:1.

(B) The Odds:
(a) 2:1 :
These Bets are events in The Free Show that are somewhat probable at 10% chance of
happening.
Example: A Member will follow that line of actions at a min of 4 consecutive actions.
This is done by pressing the Place Bet button, filling in the form and sending it

to my Computer at which point my Computer automatically activates a Tracer on the Member
you are Betting on and if
the result matches the Tracer entry then you win!
The Timing of the Bet is chosen by the Betting Member.

Clause: If I have done something already in a Session you CAN NOT bet on it.

Clause: If I must follow a course of action because of the SIC limitations of the program then
you CAN NOT Bet on it.
joke: Screw You!! No, oh, no screw you, oh, yes! Ohhhhhhh... Yes! Yes! Yes!
(b) 3:1 :
Guess something unpredictable correctly that will happen at some point in the near-future in a
Session of The Free Show.
The chance of winning this one is 1%.
"So, I was bored..."
"Well, I AM looking for other telepathics..."
This one is done like (A) and will read Events with the Tracer on the Member you are Betting
on at your specified Timing.

Clause: (13) Betting (b) 3:1 CAN NOT be anything I do and/or think and/or say and/or or write
and/or discuss in a Session in The Free Show nor
3D Multilayer digital sound's and/or Visual Effect file's and CAN NOT be Voice's and/or Sound
Effect Sample's and/or Visual Effect's.
(c) 5:1 :
"Christ, you must be a prophet!"
The chance of winning this one is .01%.
It is guessing correctly a consecutive event at 10 consecutive actions. This one does you like
(A).

Clause: Don't forget any other Clauses.

Clause: This CAN NOT be something Personal about me or any other Member,which anyone
could figure out.

Clause: Friend & Family Members CAN Bet!
(d) 7:1 :
"Everyone has to get lucky at some point."
The chance of Winning this is .001%.This is a Bet agreed upon by 4+ Majors and up. It works
like on the handle bar (A).
(e) 9:1 :
"WTF are you on!!?"
joke: WTF are you on and CAN I have some too?
The chance of you ever Winning this is .0001%.
joke: CHARGE!! But NOT with the credit card honey.
You guess correctly something that will happen 1 year min in the future of The Free Show or
to a Member of The Free Show.
Now, NOT even I, god, know this one. This catapults you into the 6th dimension like (A).
(f) 10:1 :
"Yup, you are almost a god or goddess."
The chance of Winning this one is .00001%.
ONLY, I, Kyle Proudfoot CAN choose a 10:1 Bet for some Member to risk his Euro's on.
This could be something I thought up after smoking one... This CAN only be something I think
up.
"KRDUH." says MAZZSilber, Mutant Shadow Warrior.
(g) at a min of 7:1:
A Min Max Bet is at a min of 7:1 and is a combinatio of min max variables in a specified
scenario;
at a point in the future the Betting Leader says the correct answer: ONLY the correct
combination Wins.
(h) Topic Association:
These are Bet's relevant to the Topic Of Discussion and in Society and follow the Rules from
(13) (a) to (g).
(i) Will I Get A Job:
Will me, god, Kyle Lance Proudfoot get a job, keep a job and/or lose a job at 7:1.

"...Start Betting!" says Revlis, Vampire Demon.

(C) Winnings:
You CAN cash in your euro's for Powers: Buy Rank Progression, Foreground and/or
Backround, bandwith at max,
Multiple Nicks Simultaneously, Temporary Celebrity Status, Call Vote, Chaos Effect, Wildfire
Effect,Huge Bomb Effect, No Ban Forever,
Loophole Effect, I Am Invincible Effect,Call Mute Member, Loophole Effect, bandwith at max,
Multiple Nicks Simultaneously,
PowerUp Effect, POP, 1 Voice Effect, Buy Nick that I reserved, Send 1 own Joke to me for
consideration, Quantum Effect,
Acceleration Effect, Shock Effect, RIP, Kill, Die, Annihilate, Mutilate, Dismember, Hit, Smash,
Shoot, Uhhhh..., Cascade Effect, bot Mode,
Extra Range, Pay Me Off Already and more.
The Temporary and Permanent Powers are automatically activated by you when you press
the activate Power button and fill the form in and
send it to my Computer.
In a Session of The Free Show you CAN use any of your Power's as many times as you have
payed for.
Through the usage of your Voice's and/or Sound Effect Sample's and/or Visual Effect's your
Power's are realized.
When there is a fully functional interface made then forms will be removed from The Free
Show.
In the mean time the Powers function automatically in real time through the usage of your
Voice's and/or Sound Effect Sample and/or Visual Effect's, internationally.
You, a Member, get the Power to activate these Power's described later in Powers on a
Temporary or Permanent basis and you CAN NOT be
Kicked, Banned, Banned Forever, and/or TerminateD for activating a Power, except you CAN
still be Permanent TerminateD.

"Otherwise the menu is too fast..." says Revlis, Vampire Demon.

(D) Deficit:
"hehehehehehehehehehehehe..." says MAZZSilber, Mutant Shadow Warrior.
"Unt! You 'R' Mine!" says Silber, Psionic Warlock.
"You addicted fanatical out-of-control Betting slave..." says Mr. Newbie, Rules Lawyer.
I, now, automatically Terminate you if your Deficit reaches -2000000 Euro's.

This is like getting Kicked, Banned, Banned Forever and TerminateD, ALL in one morning...
Saying "F-Me!" won't help you.
This means all of your Member Data and Personal Info is PermanentLY marked and locked
with no reverse ever possible.
"OW, That has got to hurt!" says Revlis, Vampire Demon.
joke: I said NOT whackier; if you say my undercover is on fire, I'll probably believe
you."
This means you will NOT be able to log on to The Free Show for the rest of your life; 'till you
Move Your Residence.
Move Your Residence = Change Your Base Area = Your Home.
Residence = Base Area = Home.
joke: God is always paranoid.
joke: Well, I have terminal left rib CANcer and decided to do something before I die.
"Otherwise, happily Bet away you campers!" says MAZZSilber, Mutant Shadow
Warrior.

Clause: I, god, me, Kyle Lance Proudfoot have no Deficit, ever, in The Free Show.

"Screw 'em all!" says Revlis, Vampire Demon.
Hacker is covered elsewhere in this fuckinreadme.pdf and fuckinreadmeII.pdf and in real life,
so what are you goin to do about it?

(E) Bet Placement's:
"I also like to say, 'Start Throwing Up!'"
A Member Bets at a min of €10 per Bet at a min of 2 Betters.
A Bet of a Member CAN be Covered By aNOTher Member or automatically by The House.
Covered By ALWAYS results in null.
You press the red button which is called Place Bet and fill the form in and send it to my
Computer.
my Computer and in accordance with transplanar interdimensional rapid calculations
according to the Tracers of 20(A) to 20(F)
it horribly crashes my Computer.
A Correct Bet is following the Bet Trend. A Wrong Bet is NOT following the Bet Trend.
The Bet Trend is recommended to Choose your own Bets.

The Bet Trend CAN by anything already existing in reality for The Free Show InterActs freely
between the two.
*See beginning of (23) Betting too*

(F) The House of The Free Show:
REMEMBER: ONLY Tooney Euros are used in Betting in The Free Show: Tooney Euro's are
paid to and from The House Of The Show ONLY.
House is 100 % Neutral.
House = The House = The House Of The Free Show = House Of The Free Show.
The House is controlled by my Computer and/or Kyle Lance Proudfoot, me, god.
House: I Cast Immunity at Bets on myself to Break Even at Loss Bets, at ALL Bets.
There is a .13 or 13% Chance The House Loses anyway if Castin' Immunity on myself Fails.
This is Covered By the existence of sufficient Tooney Euros.
Win ALL Bets is a consecutive series of Win Bets at Stop Betting.
Lose ALL Bets is a consecutive series of Lose Bets at Stop Betting.
Bettin Bonus is 10% at a max of a Line Of Success of 70 Win Bets. A Member Bettin
at a max of a Line Of Failure of 13 Bets is Kicked automatically.
If a Member Bet 13 Down's in a Line Of Failure get Kicked automatically
"Really, take a Coffee Break, eh!" says Mr. Newbie, Rules Lawyer.
Line Of Success is a consecutive series of Win Bets at potentially infinitum.
Line Of Failure is a consecutive series of Lose Bets at potentially infinitum.
Even Bets is an equal # of Win Bets and Lose Bets in a Betting Session.
Up's is a real actual # of Win Bets in a Line Of Success.
Down's is a real actual # of Lose Bets in a Line Of Failure.
Large Up's is a real actual # of 10000000+ Tooney Euros per Bet in a Line Of Success.
Large Down's is a real actual # of 10000000- Tooney Euros per Bet in a Line Of Failure.
If a Member Bet 6 Large Down's in a Line Of Failure get Kicked automatically.
Winnin Bets is a combination of ALL Bets by a Member resulting in a higher # of Tooney
Euros
at the end of a Betting Session relative to the start of a Betting Session
except other Sessions the Better is active in at the same time.

Losin Bets is ditto lower ditto.
Win Bet = <GY - >GX.
"We have aNOTher Winner in da House!" says my Computer.
Lose Bet = <GX - >GY.
"Oops, y.o.u. Lose!" says my Computer.
ALL Bets are the virtual potential # of Bets a Member Bets in a Betting Session of The Free
Show.
ALL Bets are ONLY real actual at the end of a Betting Session of a Member of The Free
Show.
ALL Bets CAN be per per and NOT Odds in Open Warfare.
ALL Bets CAN be per per and NOT Odds and/or per per and ONLY Odds on anything in
reality in a Betting Session of The Free Show.
Bettin Lines is individual Lines of Bets at a max of 2 Weeks.
Lines Of Bets CAN be Lines Of Success or Lines Of Failure.
Big Win = Snurky = at a min of +10000000 Tooney Euros per Bet.
"Y.O.U. Win Big!" says my Computer.
Bad Loss = Sniffy = at a min of -10000000 Tooney Euros per Bet. Get Kicked automatically.
"Y.o.u. Lose Big!" says my Computer.
House Wins Big!! = Laugh Hard = at a min of +1000000000 Tooney Euros per Betting
Session.
"Joepie!" says my Computer.
House, Oops, Loses Big! = Cry A Little = at a min of -1000000000 Tooney Euros per Betting
Session.
"No Comment." says my Computer.
Betting = Bettin.
Betters = Bettin Members.
Bettin Gru = Group Of Bettin Members = Group Of Betters.
Bettin Gru Wins Big!! = Keep Laughin' = at a min of +1000000000 Tooney Euros per Betting
Session.
"J.e.w. just Won Big Time!!" says my Computer.
Bettin Gru Loses Big! = Don't Y'all Cry Now... = at a min of -1000000000 Tooney Euros per
Betting Session.
"Y.o.u.r. Bettin Gru Just Lose Big Time!" says my Computer. Get Kicked automatically.
Sportin' Bet is a friendly Bet you, a Member, Place for the purposes of generating Good

relations with aNOTher Member, except my Computer.
Honour Bet is an honourable Bet you, a Member, Place for the purposes of promoting the
honour of your Bettin Gru.
Betting Round Leadin' = a Better who is Numero-Uno in a Betting Round= a Better who is
Winning the most Tooney Euro's in a Betting Round at the time.
A Numero-Uno Better gets an additional 6000000 Tooney Euro's for EACH 10 Minutes being
Numero-Uno in a Betting Round.
Lines Of Bettin
Front Lines Of Bettin
Covered By Lines Of Bettin
Better History
Betting Round = at a min of 20 Bet's
Betting Round Leader = Betting Round Major = Major Better.
X to the power of N = # of possibilities.
X + X = # of possibilities.
2X multiplied by 2 = # of possibilities.
X to the power X plus X = # of possibilities.
2X = # of possibilities.
X to the power of X = # of possibilities.
N to the power of N = # of possibilities.
N to the power of X = # of possibilities.
(X to the power of N plus N to the power of X) = 1 is # of possibilities.
(N to the power X plus X to the power of N) = 1 is # of possibilities.
(X to the power of X plus N to the power of N) = 1 is # of possibilities.
(N to the power of N plus X to the power X) = 1 is # of possibilities.
(X to the power of X plus X to the power of X) = 1 is # of possibilities.
(N to the power of N plus N to the power of N) = 1 is # of possibilities.
(X to the power of N plus N to the power of X) = 0 is # of possibilities.
(N to the power X plus X to the power of N) = 0 is # of possibilities.
(X to the power of X plus N to the power of N) = 0 is # of possibilities.
(N to the power of N plus X to the power X) = 0 is # of possibilities.
(X to the power of X plus X to the power of X) = 0 is # of possibilities.

(N to the power of N plus N to the power of N) = 0 is # of possibilities.
(X to the power of N plus N to the power of X) = -1 is # of possibilities.
(N to the power X plus X to the power of N) = -1 is # of possibilities.
(X to the power of X plus N to the power of N) = -1 is # of possibilities.
(N to the power of N plus X to the power X) = -1 is # of possibilities.
(X to the power of X plus X to the power of X) = -1 is # of possibilities.
(N to the power of N plus N to the power of N) = -1 is # of possibilities.
X to the power of n minus N to the power of x = 0 where X is real and N is virtual. Is reverse
possible?
The following Bet Combinations are tolerated in a Betting Session of The Free Show:
Better vs Bettin Gru, Better vs House, Bettin Gru vs House, Better vs Better, Bettin Gru vs
Bettin Gru, House vs House.
House vs House = Bet Test.
NOTHING is Shared in Betting in The Free Show.
Chief at Betting
Betting Time Limit = TLB and is said by the Chief at Betting before or immediately after "Start
Betting" is said and
the quantity of Time a Member CAN Bet on the Bet at a max of 48 Hours except Bets which
are Future defined.
The Spirit Of Betting is The Free Show is Lokean.

(G) Bet's Covered By:
* = Win Bet in Main Line Small.
** = Win Bet in Main Line Large.
*** = Loss Bet in Main Line Small.
**** = Loss Bet in Main Line Large.
Win Bet and/or Loss Bet = Small Main Bet and/or Large Main Bet.
Win Bet's and/or Loss Bet's = Win Bet and/or Loss Bet Covered By Win Bet's and/or Loss
Bets.
A Small Bet is at a min of 10 Tooney Euros to 9999999 Tooney Euros.
A Large Bet is at a min of 10000000 Tooney Euros.

(H) Major Better's:
Majors and up CAN do their own Betting Rounds, now, woo, ya, mo hilarity! 100 Betting
Rounds will get
the Betting Round Leader 10 Brownie Points. Yes, meaning, duh, laugh hard;
A Major gets a Betting Round Bonus of 60000000 Tooney Euro's for EVERY 100 Betting
Rounds
at a min of 2 Better's and 2 Bettin Gru's.
A Betting Round is at a min of 20 Bet's Started.

(I) Volunteer Better Leader's: To gain a Tooney Euro Salary you CAN as a Major or up
Choose to be a Part-time Volunteer Betting Leader
which would look great on your Curriculum Vitae; this means spend about 20 Hours per Week
ONLY and 'Bingo!' you justmight find a real job.

(24) max Rank:
Only me, Kyle Lance Proudfoot, CAN ever be a god and/or goddess Rankin The Free Show.
"I'm bi in my heart." says Silber, Psionic Warlock.
The max Rank for any Member except me, Kyle Lance Proudfoot, is 19ML 5-Star General.
joke: Whine, whine, whine... Why won't my Internet Page open? At about blanco
newbie.
joke: I discovered my refresh button for the very first time last night.
joke: I'm a talented newbie; I pressed all the buttons on my keyboard!

(25) Repeat's:
If I have other things to do, yes, I do have a life, then I state at any time it will be previous
Jokes from a Session of The Free Show repeated,
"Do Repeats!"
Standard Joke cycles will also be a fine addition to this super SilverServers. Also nice is a
Major or up saying, "Repeat!" after a fine Voice and/or
Sound Effect Sample and/or Visual Effect. This Repeats the Voice's and/or Sound Effect
Sample's and/or Visual Effect and marks the recording as
playable on radio plus any other plima 3D Multilayer digital sound medium.

"Should be good for a blast!" says Kyle.

It is ALWAYS acceptable in a Session of The Free Show to introduce your Character Class
with your
Nick and NEVER acceptable to Repeat it excessively for name recognition purposes;
A Member gets Kicked automatically for EVERY Repeat in a Session of The Free Show in
addition to the 20 Nick Repeat's you already made.
A Member gets Kicked automatically for EVERY Repeat in a Session of The Free Show in
addition to the first 40 Repeat's of ANY Voice's and/or
Sound Effect Sample's and/or Visual Effect's, except for me, god and my Computer and GOD;
If you paid with Tooney Euro's for a quantity of time for Power's then the Power's you, a
Member, activated will first end.
On the other hand, a creative Repeat in new Days and in new Session's for creative purposes
NOT conflicting with ANY Rule of The Free Show is acceptable.

"Oh welll, Evil won again..." says Revlis, Vampire Demon.

(26) Non-Profit Commercial's:
Non-Profit promotions are fully supported. The Free Show does NOT do Infomercials. The
Free Show is 100% for a 24 hour 7 day
a week society with commercials in it.
Through Bonus Prizes ONLY, subject to availability, promotion's for profit
organizations/businesses/corporations CAN be done.

joke: It is legal to construct from 7AM to 11PM.
"I, a Member, am now leaving the Area... CAN't help what gets ripped up next!" says
a Member.

(27) Voice's:
joke: Voice's are "surrounded 'pfff hahaha...'" digital 3D Multilayer sound in quotes,
'"Voice Effect's"'.
Voices are at 3D MultiLayer digital sound in The Free Show.
Any Member CAN activate their own Voice Effect's.
If you make one that is too irritating then 4+ Majors and up CAN Call Mute Member.
I simplified 3D MultiLayer sounds into Foreground and Background in The Free Show
however there are

a near-infinite number of Members who CAN be in either one.
Pumping Volume Levels is NOT tolerated; only I CAN do this. Echo is NOT tolerated in The
Free Show.
"I CAN blow away any sound system." says Revlis, Vampire Demon.

(28) Privilege's Definition:
You CAN Buy Privilege's except the following: I, J, M, N, O, P.
A Privilege costs 750000 Euro's for Temporary at 2 hours real time.
Permifying it is 5000000 Euro's!
joke: At Permanent we have our PermaFrost smiles on with Perms...
joke: And then that Yuppie walks in with his bright pink & yellow sweater on.

Clause: Once a Member gets a Permanent Privilege it is NEVER removed. If a Member
gets Removed this Permanent Privilege does NOT get Removed and is functional if or when
the Member returns.

(29) Power's Definition:
Powers are activated Effects by Members. These are in the spirit of mutant comic strips.

(30) Power's:
(A) Buy Rank Progression:
This is ONLY Temporary.
Other Rank Rules apply; getting yourself Demoted is serious and is logged.
Buying your Rank does NOT get you in my General List or my a god or a goddess List;
ONLY I, god, Kyle Lance Proudfoot CAN get you, a Member, and/or you, a Character Class,
in my List's.
REMEMBER: You CAN as a Member of The Free Show NEVER reach god Rank.
joke: Kid goes: "Never, Never, Never, Never, Never, Never,
Never, Never, Never, Never, Never, Never, Never, Never..."
"Now, I want to wreck my own fun... KR-DUH!" says Revlis, Vampire Demon.
This costs you, a Member, 200000000 Euro's to progress your Character Class by +1 Rank.

(B) Foreground and Background:
This is ONLY Temporary.
It costs 200000 Euro's to choose to put yourself in the Foregroundor Background for 1/2 hour
real time.
There are a lot of Members, so this is cheap! You CAN NOT choose Permanent on this one.
If there is a Conflict, the higher Rank wins. If same Rank then whoever has moreBrownie
Points.
Your position in the Foreground or Background CAN be Bought for aNOTher 100000 Euro per
Top 20 Level : #2 = 1900000 Tooney Euro's.

(C) Temporary Celebrity Status:
This is ONLY Temporary.
This costs 7000000 Euro's per 1 Hour real time.
"Well, I too want to be ripped off."
*See (21) Priviliges (A) Celebrity Status*

(D) Call Vote:
This is ONLY Temporary.
(a) ANY Call Vote that does NOT conflict with any Rule in fuckinreadme.pdf and/or
fuckinreadmeII.pdfis allowed. A Call Vote must activate something in
fuckinreadme.pdf and/or fuckinreadmeII.pdf . For the Call Vote to succeed 8 Member's must
agree.
The correct way to Call a Vote is to state: "I Call a Vote to activate... " or "I Call a Vote to..."
The correct manner to agree is to state that you agree with his or her Call Vote or you do NOT
agree or you are neutral.
There is ONLY 3 possibilities on ANY Vote: Yes Vote, No Vote, and Null Vote.
Votes are at a max of 360 Hours.
This is FREE.
(b) ANY General and up CAN now make Comment's during the time of the Called Vote, to
influence the Call Vote;
you, a General and up, CAN still get Kicked for Stupid Commentary if you are NOT in my
General's List.
This is FREE.

"Maybe they Voted 'No' or somethin'..." says Revlis, Vampire Demon.

(E) Chaos Effect:
This is ONLY Temporary.
How brave am I? This randomly activates any number of Privileges simultaneously except the
following:I, J, M, N, O, P. How does this work?
Well, any number of Members simultaneously, suddenly,get any number of Privileges
simultaneously for 10 minutes real time.

Since this is damn expensive if less than 6 Members used there new found Privileges than it
loops until more than 6 Members activated
at a min of 1 of their new found Privileges.
This CAN only be done at a max of 1 per Day or Session.
This costs you 666000 Euro's.

"Yes, but did you notice it?" says Tweaky Tree.

(F) Wildfire Effect:
This is ONLY Temporary.

"I am a Wild Mage and these are my wildcards!" says Noobie Nübërcäster.
joke: O.K., you're bored and then you log on!
"I apologize for the wild-fire effect, only..." says Revlis, Vampire Demon.

So, you *.* (every) Play Joke simultaneously into your choice of the following:
(a) Your computer's.
(b) # of external channels of your choice.
(c) # of Members.
(d) # of Open Air Area's
(e) # of your Closed Air Area's.

This timesout/disactivates after 4 Hours automatically.
This costs you 400000 Euro's per activation.

(G) Huge Bomb Effect:
This is ONLY Temporary.
joke: K.O., there is this other Member who PISSED you off...
This will -Spike the bandwith of aNOTher Member, who is lover Rank of you to 50% of original
banwith for 10 Minutes:
Downstream becomes 125 kb/s and Upstream becomes 20 kb/s for 10 Minutes through
available bandwith in P2P-Networking installation's.
This Power CAN NOT be activated on me, god, Kyle Lance Proudfoot and I NEVER tolerate
someone touching my bandwith.
This Power CAN NOT be activated on some Member in Open Warfare, where there is no
Sharing.
ADSL is at about 200 kb/s download and about 32 kb/s upload at ISP.
This 10 Minutes must be used by your Victim.
This costs you 30000000 Euro's.

"It was cheap!" says Chirpy Bird.
"Ya, oops... swinnng, KABOOM, waaaaaaah... splash!" says Tweaky Tree.

(H) No Ban Forever:
This is Permanent or Temporary.

joke: What you CAN do with 1 coke CAN in 5 minutes...

This costs you 60000000 Euro at Permanent.
This costs you €3000000 at Temporary for 5 minutes real time.

(I) I Am Invincible Effect:
This is ONLY Temporary.
"Remember that Film? Now I'm going to do it y.ou." says Revlis, Vampire Demon.

joke: CAN you remember every last scene in the correct order?
It's worth it cause you are impervious to any Kick, Ban, Ban Forever, and/or
Terminate and/or any other Power for 1 whole Day or Session!!
NOT even, god, me, Kyle Proudfoot and Kick, Ban, Ban Forever, Terminate and/oractivate a
Power on a Member who bought this one, except
Permanent Terminate.
A max of 2 Members CAN buy this Power per Session.
This costs you 6000000 euro per activation.

(J) Call Mute Member:
This is ONLY Temporary.
4+ Majors and up CAN Call Mute on a Member if the Member they are Calling Mute on has a
too obnoxious Voice and/or
if the Member they are Calling Mute on is too irritating and/or the Member they are Calling
Mute Member on is talking too much.
I, god, in The Free Show CAN do this without any other Member's.
If the Call Mute Member succeeds then the Muted Member CAN NOT log back on for
8 hours or the duration of a Session whichever is longer in an Area.
This is FREE.

"Then just open the Open Warfare right on his head's."

(K) Free X-tra's:
This is only Temporary.
joke: How to really bankrupt your company...
Free X-tra's are the following:
(a) 2 pieces of interesting factual information.
(b) 2 e-news items.
(c) 2 computer lessons
(d) 2 Blooper & Blunders done by someone in History.
(e) 2 Guiness World Records.
(f) 2 Film Facts.

(g) This is FREE and is limited to (a) what my Computer CAN grap from an Encyclopedia, (b)
what my Computer CAN grab from my saved e-news item's,
(c) what my Computer CAN grab from saved subscriptions in computer lessons and Microsoft
Knowledge Bases,
(d) what my Computer CAN grab from Comedy books on Internet, (e) what my Computer
CAN grab from the Guinness World Record,
(f) what my Computer CAN grab from my Multimedia Player.

These are FREE.

WARNING: "NOT everything is funny, really..." says Mr. Newbie, Rules Lawyer.

(L) Loophole Effect:
This is ONLY Temporary.
You CAN with this one force someone to repeat what they were rapidly blabbing past your
freckled nose
at a max of 2 minutes real time of what they were blabbingsince the beginning of a Session.
They must obey you or get Banned if they are a lover Rank.
If they are the same or higher Rank except me, god, they must Obey you or get Kicked.
This Power NEVER affects a Celebrity.
This means your Victim has to try at least 4 times seriously now to repeat exactly what they
were blabbing exactly the same way!

"You're well come!" says Silver, High Wizard.
joke: I CAN smell the Noobie comin' from a mile away.
"...and that's just for the diapers." says a Happy Noobie.

The point of this is good for a laugh so it CAN only be done at max 1 per Session.
This costs you €2000000 per activation.

(M) bandwith at a max:
This is ONLY Temporary. -oops, typo at per per Retro.

This goes up to a max of 2X present kb/s bandwith.
This is only in addition to the Silver ISP Package which you subscribed to with real euro's or
get's borrowed from other's available bandwith in P2P-Networking installation's.
You CAN buy bandwith at 40000000 Euro's per 10 kb/s per 10 Minutes.
"I thought it was all free." says a Happy Noobie.
"The reason I came to the Netherlands was because they told me it was all FREE."
says Mr. Newbie, Rules Lawyer.
*See (31) Starting Values*

(N) X-tra Multiple Nicks:
This is ONLY Permanent.
You CAN NEVER activate more than 10 Nicks at the same time in 1 Session of The Free
Show.
You CAN have ONLY 1 Nick per Character Class.
This costs you 4000000 Euro's per Nick activated.

(O) Power Up Effect:
This is ONLY Temporary.
This doubles your bandwith for 2 hours and is only in addition to the Silver ISP Package you
subscribed to or
is from available bandwith in P2P-Networking installation's.
This costs you 20000000 Euros per activation.

(P) POP:
This is ONLY Temporary.
This is a silly one. You get a FREE copy of a BETA Program.Ya duh. It's 3D.
I'll, god, if you ask me to maybe even give you whacky help files and help emails to your
dumb questions...
Yes, it's Wolfenstein ET. This is NOT available through Play Jokes! Only 2 Members who
mostly likely are a
stupid newbie, newborn, newbilicious, newboyband, nob, newbuy, newbad CAN ask me, god,
questions thru email about this one as you slowly and surely go completely out of your fucking
mind testing a BETA Program.

This is sent to you automatically via FTP.
You pay 200000 euro's per activation.

joke: I'm an Alpha male testing Beta programs!

(Q) Know It All:
This is ONLY Temporary.
Sound really smart activating your Favorite Paragraphs Of The Free Show in sound using text
to sound technology and just sticking your own Voice's in it.
This cost's you 2000000 Tooney Euro's per activation per 20 Minutes.

"The Free Show is now Blind friendly!" says Chirpie Bird.
SEE Sound Effect Samples.

(R) Buy Nick Reserved By me:
This is ONLY Permanent.
If I reserve a Nick in a Session of The Free Show then you CAN buy it!
I CAN do this by saying, "Nick reserved by me for 2000000 Euro!" or "Nick reserved by me!"
You CAN access the Reserved Nick database for one or buy immediately in a Session when I
Reserve a Nick.
This costs you 2000000 Euro per Nick reserved by me.

(S) Send 1 Of Your Own Joke's:
This is ONLY Temporary.

joke: Nerd with high pitched nasal Voice: "Eeeeeeeeeeeeeeee mail...."
joke: Complete Moron with low idiot retard Voice: "Coooooooooooookie..."
joke: Rippin' out your auto, like Spamela onnn...

Send 1 of your own Joke's to my email: silveredittor@silverlingo.com and I will consider it for
typing into Jokes Accepted on www.silverlingo.com .
This costs you 400000 euro per your Joke at retro, regardless of whether I accept your Joke

or NOT.

"No guarantees..." says Lance, IT Programmer.

(T) Quantum Effect:
This is ONLY Temporary.
joke: 6 year old tiny sweet girl's Voice: "I'm still a little 'stuk' mommy..."
To get put in the Background and try to sound intelligent explaining the Quantum Theory to
no one in particular per 4 Minutes you get to pay 350000 euro.

(U) Acceleration Effect:
This is ONLY Temporary.
"It must be the solar flares..." says Silber, Psionic Warlock.
(a) This is HEAT Ammo...
joke: Just say you suffer from migraines and I CAN Kick the shit out of em!
...for this will poke holes, that is BLAST holes, into any Member who is lover in Rankthan you
except a Celebrity.
This means you so rip a lover Rank Member. The lover Rank Member must of course have a
shared folder, NOT.
This does NOT allow you to rip, sic, their Personal Info. How do I do this?
my Computer sCANs for updates on your computer and then the computer of your Victim and
if the updates are NOT sufficient enough relative to my
SuperServer = my Computer (which I also ripppped) than a folder on your Victim's computer
is automatically made a share!! You rip it.
joke: At all SCANners I sCAN for whacky hackers too!
This costs you 2333000 Euro's for 1 activation of 1 of these options.
(b) If (a) is NOT sufficient enough then you are allowed to Insult a lover Rank Member except
a Celebrity for a continuous 2 minutes long real time.
This costs you 666000 euro's; don't get Banned Forever if NOT a Celebrity!
(c) If (b) is NOT sufficient then you CAN rapidly repeat your Voice(s) and/or
Sound Effect Sample(s) at obnoxiating levels for 4 minutes long real time.
This costs you 333000 Euro per 4 Minutes. This costs you 500000 7 Minutes. This costs you
1000000 for 20 Minutes.

(d) If (c) is NOT sufficient then you CAN, alternatively, to increase the tempo of your Voice
and/or
Sound Effect Sample for 500000 per 4 minutes real time per Voice and/or Sound Effect
Sample.
(e) It is NEVER sufficient:
This is Heat Ammo for 200000 euro per 5 boom's and/or kaboom's.
(f) Sudden inexplicable freakin' flyin' flippin' shit fit's is no sufficient methodology to deal with.
This is Chill Ammo for gettin' right up his or her panties.
This costs you 400000 Tooney Euro's per Null Vibe activation on some Member sitting per 6
Minutes;
if they get up, goin' wtf is goin' on man, then you pay half for aNOTher 6 Minutes on the same
Member.
(g) An inexhorably hi-feeling perforiating is NOT EVER sufficiency for trying to cope with the
ever-sinking, dull, awful feeling
you have for wrecking a Device of yours by accident... Do share it with us at 1000000 Tooney
Euro's per 10 Minute SOB-story,
in the Background, oh, boo-hoo-hoo, if I ONLY had a million.

General Clause: It is recommended to direct outwards into Open Air, except in Open Warfare.

(V) Shock Effect:
This is ONLY Temporary.
"More Gore! More Gore!" says a Politician.
"Is it the name that's the problem..." says a Politician.
At any time you suddenly splurt something out so extremely gruesome like my Holy
Gruesome # jokes.
Otherwise horribly gruesome is only allowed when the Theme or Topic of Discussion is
'Munch Munch, A-Jew-Sandwich'.
"Just, sic, don't do that again..." says Lance, IT Programmer.
This also jumps you into hyperspace +20 positions in Foreground or Background automatic.
If 8+ other Members react to you, your email gets ripped, already, by my SuperSilverServer =
my Computer,
your extreme gruesome tale gets automatically put in your record and
every other rip record in existence, and it gets auto sent to my email: cklpcc@xs4all.nl -of
course I open attachments!

This costs you 900000 euro's per activation.

"I'm proud to be arrogant." says Silber, Psionic Warlock.

(W) RIP:
This is ONLY Temporary.
This is NOT the same as 'rippin' and its derivatives.
*See 'rippin' in fuckinreadmeII.pdf*
"Why is it called white beer??" says Kulamanji, High Black Priest.
"Why do we only have black beer in Germany?" says Silber, Psionic Warlock.
"Look into my eyes and see the size of the tombstones..." says Revlis, Vampire
Demon.
joke: It is so limp, its dripping slime, somewhere behind me.
joke: I would only be so honoured if you picked up my DNA off the ground and
analyzed it!
This one is definitely CAPITAL LETTERS EH! You delete a lover Member's Nick except a Nick
of a Celebrity:
This lasts for 2 Hours and Session at a max of 2 per Session. Your Victim get's his Nick
activated at end of RIP Session.
A Member who logged on for the very first time or just Bought their Nick is Immune to this
Power for 1 whole Session and Day.
This costs you 590000 Euro's per nullified Nick.

joke: Expect a wind-fall, it's NOT in a cookie...

(X) Kill Em:
This is ONLY Temporary.

"I am still more sex depraved than I am sleep deprived." says Lance, IT Programmer.
joke: As a Pisces I so get OFF ON SM.

You forcibly log off a lover Rank Member except a Celebrity for 1 whole Session or 2 hours
whichever is shorter.

Restrictions of (W) apply at a max of 2 per Session.

Clause: The Powers (W) to (FF) CAN get you at most Kicked by a higher Rank Memberunlike
the other Powers in The Free Show!
Clause: Powers you bought and unsuccessfully tried to activate on a Celebrity are stillpaid for.
Clause: Remember, any action by any Member's fails automatically directed at me, I,god,
Kyle Proudfoot in my Free Show!

"See, nice try, you evil bot-bunny you!" says Silver, High Wizard.

This costs you 600000 Euro's.

(Y) Die:
This is ONLY Temporary.
You basically Kill yourself with my 12-Year Old Chucky trick:
joke: You get a lamp chord, this is much better than walking into the ocean,
and cut it off with ordinary scissors, at which point you split it and make 2 bare wire
ends and pressing both
fore-fingers and thumb together, you have a much better chance then jumping off a
building!
Yes, my 12 year old chucky is teaching people this: Get Live or fired-wired...
This is good way to Temporarily disable your Nick and Killing yourself is a lot more expensive
than you think.

"How broke are you?" says Tricky Twee.

This costs you 60000 euro per activation.

(Z) Annihilate:
This is ONLY Temporary.

joke: Actually I am a neo-nihilistic buddhist existentialist.
Genre Joke: 'Ridiculously stupid response', "How about you?"

This one CAN ONLY be done by a General or up to a lover Rank Member.
This nullifies the Nick and the Character Class Profile and NOT the Member Profile, and this
CAN NEVER be done to a Celebrity,
of ANY lover Rank Member for 2 Hours or Session.
This is so damn expensive at General...
This costs you 100000000 Euro's per activation at a max of 1 per Session.
Therefore, "OBEY OR DIE!!" is my motto in my Free Show = Therefore, "OBEY OR DIE!!" is
the motto in The Free Show.

"Yes, indeed, loud exploding sounds should always accompany your demise!" says
Silber, Psionic Warlock.
"But sometimes death is just but silent..." says Revlis, Vampire Demon.

(AA) Mutilate:
This is ONLY Temporary.
This CAN ONLY be bought by a Captain or up and is used on a lover Rank Member and NOT
a Woman Member.
This mutates the Member Data of your Victim...Your Victim must manually retype all their
fields in before he CAN logon again,
to the letter, or suffer making a New Character Class at a max of 6 Field's randomly, NOT
including Nick of Character Class.
And, of course, NOT on a Celebrity, this CAN be activated.
This CAN be activated an infinite # of times on any Member who ever Insulted aNOTher
Member.
This CAN be activated at a max of 1 time per Session.
The same restrictions as (W) apply.

"Ahh, my hearty warty, the only good thing in me." says Mr. Newbie, Rules Lawyer.

This costs you if you are a Woman only 2000000 euro per Field nullification.
This costs you if you are a Man 5000000 euro's per Field nullification.

(BB) Dismember:
This is ONLY Temporary.
ONLY a Major or up CAN do this just for fun to a lover Member except a Celebrity.

"Splif Splash Splat! Splurt!!" says Mr. Newbie, Rules Lawyer.

This lets you cut the Member Data Field's of your Victim into your Shared Folder and you
ONLY have activate the Field's again if your Victim begs you 4
times at a min of 4 minutes real time per beg. Your Victim CAN NOT logon again in the same
Session.

"It got ugly..." says Roary, Fire Dragon.

This costs you 900000 Euro's per Field.

Clause: The screw with Member Data Powers will revert back to the copy my Computer has
in 2 hours of the activation of that Power automatically,
regardless of what happens...The same restrictions as (W) apply.

(CC) Hit:
This is ONLY Temporary.
This CAN be bought by Majors or up and used on a lover Rank Member who is a Member of
Friends & Family.

"Ya Baby Yaaaaaaa!! Another Noobie!" says Mr. Newbie, Rules Lawyer.

You CAN remove his/her Silent Mode, hopefully without them knowing it! This will last as long
as until he/she finds out.

joke: MCSError... MCSError...
"I now have the World Record in average IT Error's per day..." says Mr. Newbie,
Rules Lawyer.

This costs you 800000 Euro minus 40000 euro EVERY Day he/she does NOT discover that
his/her Silent Mode was removed
at which point the sub-total of 800000 gets Reduced to 0 and gets paid to you in Tooney
Euro's in 2X the quantity of Tooney Euro's Reduced.

(DD) Hit The Tune's:
This is ONLY Temporary.
Since Sound and Visual communication is such a large part of my Free Show this one gets
you to Play Song
softly in the Background from the large rip database which is most definitely NOT installed on
my Computer.
Any Member CAN do this. [(:-)]
This costs you 100000 euro per Song.

(EE) Shoot:
This is ONLY Temporary.
You, a Member, must pay for your Bullet's for your Character Classes.
1 Bullet = 1 Attack.

joke: If you're $100000 in debt then it's your problem, if you are $1000000 in debt
then it's their problem.
joke: "Don't say Don't or you'll trigger the Tooney Bunny!!"

This costs you 20000 euro's per Shot, in other word's for EACH Bullet.

(FF) Uhhhh... Wish!:
This is ONLY Temporary.
This one is your reaction to a Joke some Member said during a Session or which you played
via my Streaming Media and you just don't get it!
About 2 weeks later it suddenly hits you and you crack up laughing.

joke: Peace = Coma.
"Plima, Plima!" says Roary, Fire Dragon.

joke: Just landed immigrant tries deodorant for the very first time.
joke: If we only had mobiles in NAAAAM...

You are so Happy about this that you give a # of euro's to any other Member at ANY time ANY
# of times you Wish!.

(GG) Cascade Effect:
This is ONLY Temporary.

joke: Mr. Newbie says, "Happy Bunnies procreating everywhere!!"

Basically, 1 event triggers aNOTher event in different parts of an Area.
An automatic pattern follows after the trigger. This CAN be at any rate.
This means you CAN bust Member's Voices up too.
This means you CAN bust Member's Sound Effect Samples up too.
Busting Up is triggering and NOT changing.
Most certainly do combine. Better chances for better style.
You have to be a Captain or up to trigger this.
This costs you 500000 Tooney Euro's for 1 trigger so that you remain a little bit responsible.

(HH) Double Whammy:
This is ONLY Temporary.
This allows you to rip 2 Voices or 2 Sound Effect Samples at the same time.

Since it is so much fun any Member CAN do it.
This costs you 100000 Tooney Euro's per Double2X. Double4X rips is 200000 Tooney Euro's.
Whammy8X rips is 400000 Tooney Euro's. DoubleWhammy16X rips is 800000 Tooney
Euro's.
SuperDoubleWhammy32X is 1600000 Tooney Euro's.
This costs you €200000 per X-traCouple2XN. X-traCouple4X rips is €400000.
X-traWhammy8X rips is €800000. X-traCoupleWhammy16X rips is €1600000.

X-traSuperCoupleWhammy32X rips is €3200000.

joke: VR Heart Attack Risk. Bezeten. Health Hazard. Fall-Out Zone. Restricted Area,
Get Shot!
Smoking will murder. Neutral Zone. Evil Ghetto. Use at own Risk. Drive Safely, Baby in Back.
"Let's wait for another quantum wave to subside!" says Silver, High Wizard.
joke: This way you CAN talk very happy to your Grandma.

NEVER goin' beyond DoubleWhammy32X is ANY Member except me, god, in The Free
Show.
NEVER use echo with this or you will blow your speakers away. Keep practicing!

(II) bot Mode:
This is Temporary or Permanent.
Simply, your Character Class automatically functions as a bot in a Session of The Free Show.
*See Mutant Value's in fuckinreadmeII.pdf .*
On a Temporary basis this costs 1000000 tooney euro's per 20 minutes real time per Hour or
Session.
On a Temporary basis a 2-Star General CAN activate their Character Class in ANY and ALL
Session's in the World.
This costs a stupendous 20000000 tooney euro per 20 minutes real time per Session.
To buy this at Permanent for your Character Class which is a good way to Retire your
Character Class, if you CAN afford it, is 40000000 Euro.

REMEMBER: ONLY, me, god, Kyle Lance Proudfoot is in god Mode at Permanent bot Mode
in The Free Show.

(JJ) Extra Range:
This is ONLY Temporary at +5ML and up per 20 minutes real time per Hour or Session.
Each Member Starts at +1ML Short Range.

*See Range in fuckinreadmeII.pdf *
"If you want to hit it without even knowing it then you got to pay for it!"

"We are having a slight inflation situation."

A Captain or up CAN buy this one but it is pricy, exponentially.
+2ML Medium Range costs 2000000 Tooney Euro's. +3ML Long Range costs 5000000
tooney euro's.
+4ML Out-Of Range costs 15000000 Euro's. +5ML Satellite/Orbit Range costs 50000000
euro's.
+6ML Short Space/Out-Of-Orbit Transmission Range costs 150000000 Euro. +7ML Long
Space/Out-Of-Orbit Transmission Range costs 500000000 euro.
+8ML Moon/Mars Transmission Range costs €2000000000. +9ML Inter-Stellar Transmission
Range costs €6000000000.

(KK) Pay Me Off Already:
This is ONLY Temporary.

"I am sufficiently paid off, sir!" says Silver, High Wizard.
"You CAN see the Noobies comin' from a mile away!"
This CAN certainly work well with Missions too, considering Mercenaries.
You CAN, snick, Pay Off a Noobie at a min of 1000000 Tooney Euro after you are certain ANY
other Member is a Noobie.
Do enjoy the advantages of Higher Rank... A Major or up CAN Pay Off any Member
at a min amount of 10000000 Euro's for any reason, except reasons which conflict with a
Rule.

(LL) Black Box Effect:
This is ONLY Temporary.
If a Member knows for certain ANY other Member is online then a Member CAN rip EVERY
file in aNOTher Member's Shared Folders without
the other Member knowing it, thus without nullifying a single one of the other Member's File's;
if the other Member finds out about it later, it's, really, your problem.
This costs you 6000000 Tooney Euro's per activation.

(MM) Hete Patat:

This is ONLY Temporary.
Loudly during the Afternoon ONLY say "Hut!" and then a blastin' linear movin' Sound Effect
Sample; where it hits,
the Member in most proximity (X,Y,Z), now has the 'Hete Patat'! Yes, this is a variation of the
'Hot Potato' game,
which is FUN and great for Kids! Multiple is possible!!
The 'Hete Patat' has already been goin' round the World for uhhhhhhh... since 18082004.
A reason NOT to hold onto the 'Hete Patat' is:
This costs you 700000 Tooney Euro's per 'Hut!'. Pay for the Hit too! You, of course, do NOT
necessarily need to have
the 'Hete Patat' to do this Power.
The Hit 'Hete Patat' has been goin' round for uhhhh... since 02122004.
There are no double-give-me-back's-reversible's allowed; the Member who Hit 'Hete Patat
CAN NOT be Hit 'Hete Patat' in the same Day and Session by
the same 'Hete Patat'.

"There is the original 'Patat' still floating somewhere out there sent by the first original
Belgium!" says Kyle.
"Why are there so many Fila's from Belgium to The Netherlands? For the 'Patat'."
says Kyle.
The Netherlands has very many Belgium and Patat Jokes, these are just two of my favorite
and are not original.

It will cost you aNOTher 70000 Tooney Euro's per 10 Minutes if you Hold On to the 'Hete
Patat!'; if aNOTher Member Blocks your Hit 'Hete Patat' then
you have to keep paying at 1 Minute ratio's. The 'Hete Patat' due to null-field absorption
timesout/disactivaties to 'Cold Patat' after 7 Hours or Session,
except if the 'Hete Patat' Trans-Planar's out of the Area.
This is a great way for Kids to practice at Open Warfare and just to have plain old-fashioned
F.U.N.

(NN) Timing Is Of The Essence!:
This is ONLY Temporary.
You would think this is more intuitive and more of a question how well a Member, play:
However, this is a Power, too!

"If it's algebra, too ya, then geometrize!" says Silver, High Wizard.
Line up at a max of 20 Voice's, Sound Effect Sample's and/or Visual Effect's round the NullPoint;
trigger a loud Null Boom on the absolute middle Null-Point; trigger within 10 Minutes of the
Linin' Up
the Co-ordinates (X,Y,Z).
Since you don't want to do some Grandma, a heart-attack, this Power CAN ONLY be done in
the Afternoon.

"Humanity is highly irresponsible!" says Chirpie Bird.
"Lekkah knallen, jongens!" says Silber, Psionic Warlock.

This costs you a highly responsible @Member or up 5000000 Tooney Euro's per activation.

(OO) Floating Chair Effect:
This is ONLY Temporary.
Freak a Member out a Voice, Sound Effect Sample and/or Visual Effect, is silly...
Mostly do this one when a Member CAN see you, thus in Public, and requires a Small fasthand movement on your part.
"Next Harry Potter Spell!" says Silver, High Wizard.
"Next prayer bead..." says Kulamanji.
"Thank a god, dexterity is NOT part of it!" says Silber, Psionic Warlock.
If aNOTher Member reacts positively to it and you see such without bein' seen then you pay
half for this Power.

"So..., does one put the chair frontwards or backwards?" says MAZZSilber, Mutant
Shadow Warrior.
"I would rather be at the back end, if I have to deal with all you Noobies all the time
I'm gonna start throwing up near-instantaneously, simultaneously, consecutively and
repetitively..." says Lance, IT Programmer.

This costs you 5000000 Tooney Euros per activation! Pay for Timing Is Of The Essence too!

(PP) Wireless Direct Remote Connection's:
This is ONLY Temporary.
Wireless Direct Remote Connection's at lying configuration settings with Black Box Effect is
the ONLY possibility.

"GET DONE ALREADY!! Wahahahahahaha... Ya Baby Ya!" says a Faster Brownie.

This costs you the Black Box Effect plus 30000000 Tooney Euro's to stick-in some
unsuspecting Member's Computer so you CAN keep tab's
on them for the rest of their natural, living, breathing existence... You the aggressor are
effectively a top-secret spy/hacker
and then you CAN Black-Mail them, at unending...

(QQ) Black-Mail:
This is ONLY Temporary.
You great evil plan for world domination is goin' damn fine 'n you figure with your cigar in your
jacuzzi that she just isn't gettin'
the clear f'in message fast and/or clear enough, puff... so you activate your Mobile Device,
type in Black Box Effect on da Bitch,
press the Wireless Direct Remote Connection's button, 'n send your evil MMS ultimatum to
her... at which point she is forced to comply to
ALL your 6 Command's or get her Character Class horribly Demoted by +1 Rank EACH Week
'till she Obey's... yessss, oh yess!
This costs you a ridiculous 50000000 Tooney Euro's plus OO and PP per activation, but is
worth it, and is ONLY available for General's and up.

(RR) X-tra Visual Effect's:
This is ONLY Permanent.
Since Sound/Visual Communication is so important in The Free Show this one let's you
activate a Visual Effect in ANY Area
in the 3D Time/Space Continuum from the large 30 (DD) -ditto-. Visual Effect's is in 3D
MultiLayer digital Visual format's.
Your Visual Effect's CAN be ripped up in space, too! Thus, try to activate your Visual Effect's
in Open Air ONLY and NOT a passing automobile
causing horrible deatch accidents, like you know who... Once your Visual Effect's are paid for,
activation of them is FREE.

"Don't fuck with my R+R!!" says Roary, Fire Dragon.

This cost's you €2000000 for EACH Visual Effect.
It is FREE to activate EACH of your Visual Effect's.

(SS) X-tra Sound Effect Sample's:
This is ONLY Permanent.
Your Visual Effect's CAN be ripped up in space, too! Thus, try to activate your Sound Effect
Sample's in Open Air ONLY and NOT a passing automobile
causing horrible deatch accidents, like you know who... Once your Sound Effect Sample's are
paid for, activation of them is FREE.

"Don't fuck with my R&R!!" says Revlis, Vampire Demon.

Since Sound/Visual Communication is so important in The Free Show this one let's you
activate a Sound Effect Sample in ANY Area
in the 3D Time/Space Continuum from the large (30) (DD) -ditto-. Sound Effect Sample's is in
3D MultiLayer digital sound.
This cost's you €1000000 for EACH Sound Effect Sample.
It is FREE to activate EACH of your Sound Effect Sample's.

(TT) X-tra Voice's:
This is ONLY Permanent.
Your Visual Effect's CAN be ripped up in space, too! Thus, try to activate your Voice's in Open
Air ONLY and NOT a passing automobile
causing horrible deatch accidents, like you know who... Once your Voice's are paid for,
activation of them is FREE.

"Don't fuck with my RR!!" says Silber, Psionic Warlock.

Since Sound/Visual Communication is so important in The Free Show this one let's you
activate a Voice in ANY Area
in the 3D Time/Space Continuum from the large (DD) -ditto-. Voice's is in 3D MultiLayer digital

sound.

joke: Oh, did I forget to mention that?? Read the 2pt. font.
joke: Grandpa is online again with his magnifying glass.
Only €20000 for a Temporary.
joke: Buy a brand new Voice, with your brand-new face-job!
"It's all real, except the Tooney Euro's in The Free Show." says Silver, High Wizard.

This cost's you €500000 for EACH Voice.
It is FREE to activate EACH of your Voice's.

(UU) Do Granny Or Grandpa:
This is ONLY Temporary.
This is one for the senior citizens who enjoy The Free Show.
Do a senior citizen today my creating Noise in Grannies head-phones and/or stereo, from
mildly irritating to obnoxious Radio disturbance sounds,
to get 'em back for the 24/7 Classical Music in my ear.
This costs you 10000000 Tooney Euro's per activation per Day and Session on a Granny; if
you make her call the repair-man, pay half!
This costs you 20000000 Tooney Euro's per activation per Day and Session on a Grandpa; if
you make him call the repair-man, pay half!

"Because nothing CAN be done about listening in on someone!" says Silver, High
Wizard.
"Through the usage of Bwootooth technology, wireless devices, telepathy and/or
telekinesis interference and resonation through amplification can be used to project Voices,
Sound Effect Samples and even Visual Effect's. This is already proven by Science through
Radio's. The only difference are the transmitters and receivers." says Silber, Psionic Warlock.
"Where, therefore, is my microphone and headset?" says Mr. Newbie, Rules Lawyer.
"Whereas audo spying is tolerated, visual spying is NEVER tolerated, you will get the
fuck out and stay the fuck out or suffer the goddamn consequence you stupid fucking' mortal
human." says Revlis, Vampire Demon.
"They do not the line from the f'in limit, anymore." says Lance, IT Programmer.

(VV) Bad Luck:

This is ONLY Temporary.
(a) Cause a line of process failures in aNOTher Member's activation's, real or Virtual. Is this
merely coincidence?
This costs you 60000000 Tooney Euro per 6 steps of process.
(b) Reduce the Firing Accuracy of aNOTher Member's Gun by 10% to 50%; my Computer
somehow replaces the script in-game...
This costs you 100000000 Toonery Euro's per 10% per Battle Session.

REMEMBER: Power's affect Virtual quantities & qualities of Character Class Profile's and
NEVER affect real quantities & qualities of
your Member Profile.

REMEMBER: A Power CAN still NOT nullify aNOTher Rule in the fuckinreadme.pdf's, except
where specified.

(WW) Movin' Ladder:
This is ONLY Temporary.
Prove to someone Telepathy and/or Telekenisis exist.
(a) Prove Telepathy: Increase the probability of somethin happening, like predicting the
correct card, simply by repeating a non-local event,
through a 3rd non-tracable party, remotely viewing using any means necessary, healing
CANcer, using lame-ass excuses and lies,
by using P2P Networking, via a Member presently communicating with aNOTher Member, in
aNOTher wonderful triangle, to no one's NOTice...
This costs you 4000000 Tooney Euro's per activation.
(b) Prove Telekenisis: Make an object move, remotely, through a 3rd non-tracable party, like
proving Telepathy, by using P2P Networking,
via a Member presently communicating with aNOTher Member, circumventing the NTFS file &
folder permissions with Shared Folder's ONLY,
and actually making a Ladder or other object in a 3D Level being made do really weird shit.
This costs you 20000000 Tooney Euro's per activation.
(c) Prove Clairvoyance: Trace and Log aNOTher Member's InterActivities™ for 100
Internet/Online Session's; if your Victim's consistency rate
is >60% then predict their next move by sending your Victim a very suspicious paranoia
inducing know-it-all Message!

This cost's 10000000 Tooney Euro's per Trace and Log activation for 100 Internet/Online
Session's.

*CONGRATULATIONS! You have read ALL the Power's now.*

(31) Starting Values:
(a) Member logon in a Session of The Free Show:
You, a Member, must logon by typing your Member's First Name and your Member's Last
Name and password in the interface;
a Member must logon in 30 Seconds or the Member is Kicked, automatically.
XN Member logs on/off.
XN Member's Character Class logs on/off.
logs on/off = logon/logoff = logson/logsoff = log's on/off = log'son/log'soff.
logons/logoffs = log ons/offs = logon's/logoff's.
Both logon's/logoff's are activated automatically and are the method EACH Member enters a
Session of The Free Show and
exits a Session of The Free Show.
You, a Member, CAN authenticate from your originating Computer ONLY; authentication is the
first time you logon with EACH Character Class,
otherwise you CAN logon afterwards from ANY Computer, like Hotmail, with your First Name
and Last Name and Password ONLY;
if your originating Computer, as identifiable by it's hardware addresses,
is replaced because it is broke, then simply NOTify helpdesk@silverlingo.com with ALL your
personal information and your Member Profile and
your Character Class Profiles will be reset. So, ONLY if you have no more identificable
hardware in your original originating Computer and
it is NEVER connected to Internet and/or Intranet again will you be forced to do this
procedure.

(b) Starting Tooney Euro Balance:
Every human or bot that logs on to my Free Show automatically becomes a Member with
€20000000 for your Starting Tooney Euro BaLance, IT Programmer.

"They are sucking while we are blowing!" says Roary, Fire Dragon.
joke: Wahahahahahahahahaha, waanzin maar we hebben er zin in...

joke: So what does it feel like to be a rich screwball??

Yes, but it could be hilarious as they wonder how the hell that bot Member is doing that.

Clause: A bot is treated in exactly the same way as any other Member in The Free Show with
its Character Class AI Level.
REMEMBER: Like any other Member a bot CAN NEVER be god, me, I, Kyle Lance
Proudfoot; the +XML or +NML bot versions of
my Character Classes are NEVER me, god, I, Kyle Lance Proudfoot.

*See (23) my Character Classes in fuckinreadmeII.pdf*

*See (31) (d) Starting Tooney Euro Balance for Voice's, Sound Effect Sample's and
Visual Effect's in fuckinreadmeII.pdf*

*See (22) (C) your Character Class Spell's & Item's Starting Tooney Euro Balance in
fuckinreadmeIII.pdf*

(c) FS Tech Specs is hardware info for min computer requirements. Unlike other
sadistic programmer = hackers I provide you with the FS Tech Specs that allows you to
potentially log on: Pentium, 133MHZ, 16mb RAM, NT4 OS, ADSL. More is recommended.
Less is NOT recommended.
*See other parts of the fuckinreadme.pdf and fuckinreadmeII.pdf for other Starting
Values*
joke: Where did all those shit help files come from?
"I CAN press 1 f'em button too, you know." says Mr. Newbie, Rules Lawyer.
"Hack your brain." says Lance, IT Programmer.
"There ain't no basement full of radio equipment." says Lance, IT Programmer.

(d) Your first Character Class gets a Multimedia Starting Tooney Euro Balance for different
functional parts of The Free Show:
(1) You, a Member, get 20(€500000) for the Voice's for your first Character Class.
(2) You, a Member, get 15(€1000000) for the Sound Effect Sample's for your first Character

Class.
(3) You, a Member, get 10(€2000000) for the Visual Effect's for your first Character Class.
(4) You, a Member, get your first Nick for FREE.
(5) You, a Member, CAN distribute your funds, as usual, by your own Choice, between
Voice's, Sound Effect Sample's and/or Visual Effect's and
you CAN NOT use Multimedia Starting Tooney Euro Balance for a second Character Class
and
you CAN NOT use Multimedia Starting Tooney Euro Balance for ANY other activation by you,
a Member, or ANY of your Character Classes.

*See (22) (C) your Character Class Spell's & Item's Starting Tooney Euro Balance in
fuckinreadmeIII.pdf*
(e) Authentication:
The Free Show agrees with and will use, in the future, the thumbprint identification password
replacement procedure stated by Microsoft.

"Turn O.N. my Computer In The Wall, RUFF RUFF!" says Sir Hubby-Bubby.
"Your computer screen is always facing an open window!" says Silber, Psionic
Warlock.

(32) Nicks
A Nick comes bona-fide 'gratis' with a Member's very first logon to a Session of The Free
Show.
EACH Character Class a Member creates in addition to their first Character Class costs
7000000 tooney euro's which is automatically subtracted from the Starting Tooney Euro
Balance of
the Member's additional Character Classes; EVERY additional Nick costs 1500000 Tooney
Euro's, except
Nick's reserved by me, god, and Noobie Nick variations which cost more Tooney Euro's.
*See Character Classes in fuckinreadmeII.pdf*
A Celebrity Nick is automatically reserved and reserved only for that Celebrity!
Any combination of small-case and upper-case letters, numbers, at a max of 7 spaces, and
special characters,
CAN create a Nick, except in combination with a Rank.
A Member CAN NOT use object names and/or value names of fuckinreadme.pdf and

fuckinreadmeII.pdf and fuckinreadmeIII.pdf in
a Member's Nick to K.I.S.S.
You CAN NOT choose a password which is too much the same as aNOTher
Member's password,
thus password at a min length and at a min complexity is mandatory.
A Member CAN NOT logon with the Member's Nick:
A Member logs on with real first name and real last name and password.

"Ze is zeker verslaafd aan me..." says MAZZSilber, Mutant Shadow Warrior.
"To be him, I'll do him..." says Sir 'Hubby Bubby' Vortigern Maeve II, Spy Assassin.

(33) General Comment's:
(A)
(a) It is ALWAYS acceptable in a Session of The Free Show to introduce your Character Class
with your
Nick and NEVER acceptable to Repeat it excessively for name recognition purposes;
(b) A Member gets Kicked automatically for EVERY Repeat in a Session of The Free Show in
addition to the 20 Nick Repeat's you already made.
A Member gets Kicked automatically for EVERY Repeat in a Session of The Free Show in
addition to the first 40 Repeat's of ANY Voice's and/or
Sound Effect Sample's and/or Visual Effect's, except for me, god and my Computer and GOD;
if you paid with Tooney Euro's for a quantity of time for Power's then the Power's you, a
Member, activated will first end.
On the other hand, a creative Repeat in new Days and in new Session's for creative purposes
NOT conflicting with ANY Rule of The Free Show is acceptable.

"Undertones, I must have missed one..." says Revlis, Vampire Demon.
joke: Now I have to think so, get kicky wicked for it, oooh, so there.

REMEMBER: Ref is a god.

REMEMBER: 20 Kicks = Ban.

REMEMBER: There is NOT a single exception to ANY Rule in ALL 3 fuckinreadme.pdf's,
except where an exception is stated.

(c) "Don't give that one away..." says me, god, Kyle Lance Proudfoot explicitly means I'm
workin' on a Plan and is meant
for the general Public, thus Members present in a Session of The Free Show referring to
somethin I just said or did in
a couple of Minutes ago... It CAN, however, get a Member +6 Brownie Points for knowin
somethin about The Free Show.
Don't give that one away... = "Don't give that one away." = "Don't give that one away!" = a
Secret.

joke: Long list of spam, at end of it Major Wray. Received on 28072004 thru email.

(B) Countdown's is for my Computer ONLY at 1,2,3,4..., at 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000.... and/or
at "1000, 2000, 3000, 4000...", at "1,2,3,4...".

"Do the floating chair, afterwards..." says MAZZSilber, Mutant Shadow Warrior.

(C) Givin me, god, Kyle Lance Proudfoot ANY suggestions or stupid commentary in
a Session of The Free Show gets a Member automatically Kicked.
If you repeat the same stupid commentary to me >5 times get turned into a Noobie,
automatically.
Don't talk to me! I'm in a livin breathin human too and don't tolerate bein harassed by
Noobies. In fact,
I talk to myself ALL the time. Talk to my Computer, you moron sukkel Noobie! Try f'in email!
If you thought I was talkin' to you then it was merely coincidental.
Applicable Command Statement's:
Verbal & Telepathic:
"Get Kicked for the stupid commentary!" = a Kick for stupid commentary.
"Y.o.u. are a Noobie n.o.w.!"
Textual:

Get Kicked for Stupid Commentary
Y.o.u. are a Noobie n.o.w.

"I'm bein harassed by Noobies!" says MAZZSilber, Mutant Shadow Warrior.
"I'm still Poppin!" says Kyle.
"From A Cop To Ya!" says Mr. Newbie, Rules Lawyer.
"Joy to the World... Kaboom!" says Kyle.
"I don't want some Noobie comprimizing me, sir!" says Kyle.
"F'in stupid Noobie Nübercasters." says Roary, Fire Dragon.
"Do ya feel the G yet?" says Roary, Fire Dragon.
"Nix is O.K., alles is uitstekend!" says Roary, Fire Dragon.
"Is that all it is to ya?" says Silber, Psionic Warlock.
"Nein! Nein!! Nein!!!" says Silber, Psionic Warlock.
"Das Beter!" says Roary, Fire Dragon.
"NO to Allah forever, for obvious reasons." says Silber, Psionic Warlock.
"Oh, wat erg!" says MAZZSilber, Mutant Shadow Warrior.
"I allow for you choice, but you sure as hell don't allow for mine!" says Mr. Newbie,
Rules Lawyer.
"Another way to argue it, is I have simply never been for Monotheism's" says Silver,
High Wizard.
"The Shadow is just as Immortal as the Light." says Revlis, Vampire Demon.
"The argument of GOD is irrefutable, it's a Mut Point, stop Debating it all the time."
says Kulamanji.
"We do not deny the top of the hierarchy, but you are trying to delete the rest of the
hierarchy." says Kyle Lance Proudfoot, god of The Free Show.
"My God or Goddess is not your God or Goddess, don't forget it." says Roary, Fire
Dragon.

If you, a Member, say "Nee Silber" excessively Repeatedly, Silber bein a yes person, then
you, a Member, are a Noobie, automatically.

"Y.o.u are a Noobie n.o.w. for saying 'Nee Silber!'" says Silber, Psionic Warlock.

TIP: Before you know it, you'll be a 'kanker' Noobie, too...
Hyper SOB Reactionaries are NEVER tolerated! If a Member reacts to ANY statement within .
5 seconds then
the Member is Kicked automatically.
"Do you ever have F.U.N.?" says Silber, Psionic Warlock.
"Don't react hyper sob to 1 mouse movement, either!" says Mr. Newbie, Rules
Lawyer.
"It's still fun to get them goin' on left and right hand and arm positions..." says Kyle
Lance Proudfoot, god of The Free Show.

(D) Our Scapegoat = ANY Man or Woman who gives an AA'er a beer at 9%.
There is no collective, however there is most certainly a 'we'.

(E) Dinner Time: It is NOT acceptable to disturb ANY Member if they tell you it is Dinner Time;
get Kicked automatically.
"It's my birthday, go for it..." says Mr. Newbie, Rules Lawyer.
"Revlis will now be absent for the moment..." says Revlis, Vampire Demon.
"Do you even know fun or funny anymore, or is it all just bloody serious?" says Silver,
High Wizard.
"The world is my playground." says Sir Hubby Bubby, Spy Assassin.

(F) TIP's: Tip's are useful.
Tip: If it is goin well in a Session of The Free Show then keep it to Kicks ONLY.
"No, just get breathin' thru your mouth!" says Lance, IT Programmer.
"No, since 2PM this is most certainly NOT the correct time,
and I don't fuckin' appreciate it!" says Lance, IT Programmer.
If I, god, Kyle Lance Proudfoot, or ANY of my Nicks are playing 3D games online do NOT talk
to me, otherwise get Kicked automatically.
REMEMBER: There is no f'in microphone, know it was hidden, it's a screw in the wall... [(:-(]
REMEMBER: Don't think, you're rippin somethin already on Internet...
"You forgot to keep mmming..." says Silver, High Wizard.

(G) ANY Member who uses low-wave, brain-synthesizers or other such damaging shit Sound
waves and/or

has a Voice which is 'Kanker Molukker' is automatically a Noobie and Banned and this is
Ordered automatically;
If the Member breaking EVERY conceivable law in the Country comes back then the Member
is Terminated.
TIP: Go look up for once in your fuckin life idiot a single fuckin law of the Country already,
such as P.S. my middle name moron!
TIP: Go Vibe with the Noobie's...
"Reason?? You already know low-wave plus such is already illegal in most civilized
Countries, moron!" says Silber, Psionic Warlock.
"You couldn't fuck me even if you made a pay-off of $1 million, to do it!" says Mr.
Newbie, Rules Lawyer.
It is recommended to direct outwards in the Open Air, except in Open Warfare.

(H) Rank is EVERYTHING.

(I) Shared & Secret Folder's with Hidden & Read-Only & NTFS Permissions is possible in The
Free Show.
(a) Folder's Of Choice chosen by the Member CAN be Shared by the Member for other
Member's and NOT in Open Warfare and/or Betting;
if you Share at a min of 1 Share Folder then the Share Powers CAN be activated on you.
joke: A Noobie copied the fuckinreadme.pdf's into his or her Shared Folder!
"CAN you follow a line?" says my Computer.
"Which line?" says my Computer.
"If you have a line don't forget a line." says Silber, Psionic Warlock.
(b) Folder's Of Choice chosen by the Member CAN be made Secret by the Member and CAN
NEVER be Shared;
you CAN make Secret at a min of 1 Secret Folder and have fun testing encryption &
decryption, too...
I, god, Kyle Lance Proudfoot consider this an excellent application of NTFS Permissions
and/or FAT32 Folder Shares.

(J) Count = counter used to keep Running Total's in Table's.
Mutant = ANY Member who uses telepathy in The Free Show and/or a +Spell and/or a
+Magic Item and/or a -Technological Item Count.
TIP: Don't fuck with a Mutant.

(K) ANY Voice's, Sound Effect Sample's and/or Visual Effect's which are NOT included in My
Lists in the final version
of EACH of the 3 fuckinreadme.pdf's are distributed automatically via FTP to the highest
RANKING Members;
this is of course in the future.

(L) Don't Remind me, god, Kyle Lance Proudfoot of anything in the fuckinreadme.pdf's or
what I'm doing at a moment or my life by
blippin', nulling, res'n, viben and/or targeting my head/body or my Computer Box or my Base
Area's; get Kicked automatically.

(M) NEVER Rev' my Computer or my Computer Box; get Banned automatically.
Revvin' my Computer or Revvin' my Computer Box = purposely generating mem-surges
and/or mem-peaks, is NOT lag,
and is NEVER tolerated.
mem = Mem = memory = Memory = com mem = com Mem = Com mem = computer memory
= Computer memory
= computer Memory = Computer Memory = RAM.

(N) Order's are NOT confirmed; if asked there is ONLY negatory responses, "No, I did NOT
Order such."

(O) The Free Show is into positive speech ONLY. Light optimism is tolerable. Light cynicism is
tolerated.
To Repeat, if you, a Member, practice too much cynicism and/or negativity in a Session of The
Free Show then
get Kicked automatically.

(P) 2nd Secondary Purpose of The Free Show: Relax.

(Q) The Free Show through the InterAction™ of different Members is effectively ALWAYS
Live, including
Voice's, Sound Effect Sample's, Visual Effect's, Open Warfare, Betting, Powers and the other
activations in
fuckinreadme.pdf and fuckinreadmeII.pdf and fuckinreadmeIII.pdf . By equal reason, The Free

Show is ALWAYS on Internet.

(34) Tooney Box's:
Tooney Box Sound Blaster Series and Tooney Box Sound Blastin' Series:
X-Terminator Series
Hercules Series
R+R Series
Rippin' Blastin' Series
Baby Boomer Series
Just Kiddin' Series
VV Evil Series
Sportin' Series
X-Mutant Series
Super Sonic Boomer Series
Keep Smilin' Series
Keep Chillin' Series
Ragin' Heavy Metal Series
Hit The Techno Series
In Da House Series
Oh Good Grief Bakup Series
Soft Classical Romantic Series
Big Boy Band Series
Relaxin' Nature Music Series
Deep Romantic Celtic Series
Spatial Spacer Series
By this statement Tooney Boxes are patented for me, god, Kyle Lance Proudfoot, ONLY.

(35) Planaring:
Planaring = Planing.
Plane Of Earth

Plane Of Water
Plane Of Air
Plane Of Fire
Plane Of Ether
Plane Of Astral
Plane Of Limbo
Plane Of Dream
Plane Of Heaven #777
Plane Of Hell #666
Plane Of Outer
Plane Of Inner
Plane Of Material
Plane Of Happy Hunting Grounds
Plane Of Null
Plane Of Shadow
Plane Of Under
Plane Of Abstract
Plane Of Black & White
Plane Of Re Verse
Plane Of Light

(36) Open Warfare Rules:
Open Warfare is the activation of Voice's and/or Sound Effect Sample's and/or Visual Effect's
to Internet/Online Games; it remains mad...
Open Warfare = Internet/Online Games.
(A) Open Warfare Definitions:
A Member engagin' aNOTher Member online in Open Warfare is a Battler or Partier.
A Gru of Battlers is a Party or Battle Gru.
"Play Better!" says my Computer.
"Party Better!" says my Computer.
Try to be Mo Sportin' and NOT Kick the shit out of a lover Rank's Area.

"NOT the v one here." says Silber, Psionic Warlock.
REMEMBER: The Spell Change Alignment Temporarily has already been Cast, by Silber, to
eliminate ALL Enemies
in Base Area, where I live, by making EACH supposed would-be Enemy Twoo Neutral
Temporarily.
It is recommended to turn your Anti-Virus Bakground SCANners Off when in Open Warfare.
"Bi-bi!" says Silber, Psionic Warlock.
"Now you're fuckin' with a bisexual!" says Kyle Lance Proudfoot, god of The Free
Show.
TIP: Don't fuck with a Mutant, NEVER fuck with a Cop, and harassing an administrator at this
X quantity of
Minutes, Hours and Days is no different than an act of terrorism.
War = Grus vs Grus.
Battle = Gru's vs Gru's.
War = a Series Of Battles at a min of 2 Battle Gru's at a min of 2 Lines Of Conflict at a min of
3 Battles
at a max of 3 Months Battle Time Limit.
Battler
Battlers
Battle Gru
Battle Grus
Battle Gru Nick = Battle Gru Character Class Name
Team Mascott = Battle Gru Mascott
Team Chant = Battle Gru Chant = Team Mantra = Battle Gur Mantra

"I'm with the French!" says MAZZSilber, Mutant Shadow Warrior.
"I'm with the Germans!" says Silber, Psionic Warlock.
"I'm with the English!" says Silver, High Wizard.
"I'm apparently perceived as a stupid, good-hearted, gullible Canadian who opens his
arms to everyone..." says Mr. Newbie, Rules Lawyer.

Battle Time Limit = BTL

(B) Winning Battle's:
Tooney Euro's for Open Warfare is in my, god's, Kyle Lance Proudfoot's 3D-Level's ONLY
and/or the Internet/Online Battle's
I participate in: UT DM-Again.zip and/or Wolfenstein: Enemy Territory kastellederhennes.zip;
download for FREE at http://www.silverlingo.com .
It CAN be clearly seen what the IP Address is of my Computer Box: Member's impersonating
my Nicks on Internet/Online are Banned automatically.
(1) EACH War a Major or up Wins at a min of 4 Gru's and 15 Battle's, where the War is Won
by the Gru who Win's the > quantity of Battle's,
part of a Battle Gru, gets him or her 6000000 Tooney Euro's for Charging into Battle;
a General or up gets 9000000 Tooney Euro's for Leading the Charge into Battle;
a god or a goddess gets 12000000 Tooney Euro's for Leading & Guiding the Charge into
Battle;
a Fanatical gets 3000000 Tooney Euro's for his or her Mercenary Skills/Services and/or
Attacking/Defending;
a lover Rank Battler gets 1000000 Tooney Euro's for participating in Battle.
If you, a Member, lose a Battle, part of or NOT part of a Battle Gru, then you get a small
compensation fee
paid out at €1000000 per per Battler.
EACH Battle a Major or up Wins at a min of 2 Gru's and 2 Battler's, where the Battle is Won
by the Gru who Win's the > quantity of Battle's
part of a Battle Gru, gets him or her 1000000 Tooney Euro's for Charging into Battle;
a General or up gets 2000000 Tooney Euro's for Leading the Charge into Battle;
a god or a goddess gets 4000000 Tooney Euro's for Leading & Guiding the Charge into
Battle;
a Fanatical gets 600000 Tooney Euro's for his or her Mercenary Skills/Services and/or
Attacking/Defending;
a lover Rank Battler gets 200000 Tooney Euro's for participating in Battle.
(2) A War is fought at a min of 4 Gru's and 15 Battle's, where the War is Won by the Gru who
Win's the > quantity of Battle's,
EACH Battle being at a min of 30 Minute's; this CAN be split up in anyway and Even Matches
at end ie BG1 - 4 Wins, BG2 - 4 Wins,
BG3 - 4 Wins, BG4 - 3 Wins are played out in 3 X-Final Battle's where the Highest Scoring
Battle Gru's BG1 & BG2
Battle EACH other for 1st and 2nd position in Winning Battle Gru1; the second Highest
Scoring Battle Gru's BG3 & BG4
Battle EACH other for 3rd and 4th in WBG2; divide this accordingly with > quantity of Battle

Gru's in a War by elimination.
Won War = A Series Of Battles BPX or BPY are Battle Winners at a majority of the Battles
in the series # of Battles 3 to N i.e. 2/3, 3/4, 4/5...
Quarter-X-Final's
Semi-X-Final's
Half-X-Final's
X-Final's
Lost War
Odd War
Battles
Won Battles
Lost Battles
Even Battles
Battle = B
Won Battle = Won Match = +4BP for General's, +2BP for General-Major's, +1BP for Major's
Lost Battle = +0BP for each Battler.
Even Battle = Even Match = +2 BP for General's, +1BP for General-Major's, +0BP for Major's
Top #BPX per War
Top #BPY per War
Series Of Battles
Top # BPX per Series Of Battles
Top #BPY per Series Of Battles
Top #BPX per Battle
Top #BPY per Battle

Battle Winner = Gru Battle Winner = Battler Winner
Battle Loser = Gru Battle Loser = Battler Loser
Even Battle = Even Battle Grus = Even Battler

"Oops, another direct hit!" says Kyle.

Lines Of War
Lines Of Conflict
Lines Of Battle
Front Lines Of War
Front Lines Of Conflict
Front Lines Of Battle
Politics Of War
Politics Of Conflict
Politics Of Battle
Battle Gru War History: This has no time limit.
Battle Gru Conflict History: This has no time limit
Battle Gru Battle History: This has no time limit.
Battle Gru History: This has no time limit.
War Phases
Battle Round
# Of Fronts
# Of Force Flags
BP = Battle Point
BP's = Battle Points and BP's are for Battles in Open Warfare and Betting in The Free Show.
+100 BP's = +1 Brownie Point.
Battle Session = Session = Betting Session.
Recon Light Ups
Base Specific Factors
General Movement Co-Ordinations
Perimeter's
Weather Conditions
Weather Condition's Effect's
Weather Condition's Affect's on Gru's
Trap's: Light Trap's, Medium Trap's, Heavy Trap's

Speed: Very Fast, Fast, Medium, Heavy, Very Heavy
Vehicle's: Very Light, Light, Medium, Heavy, Very Heavy
Vehicle Type: Ground's, Water's, Air's, Spatial's, Multi
Battle Modes
Aggression Principle
Neutral Principle
Passive Principle
Secret
Private
Public
Terrain Features: Standard, Exceptional, Strange, Beautiful, Gorgeous, Alien, Man-Made,
Caves, Subs, Sub-Water's, Lake's, River's, Stream's, Trickles,
Plain's, Hill's, Mountain's, Wood's, Stratospheres, Spaces, Clouds, Atmospheres.
Terrain Affect's
Terrain Effect's
Construction's: Tower's, Building's, Road's, Hi!Ways, Path's, Base's, Fortification's, Wall's,
Roof's,
Residential, Commercial, Military, Multi, Natural, Alien's, Spatial's, Vertical, exp or esp, Artistic,
Other Floors.
Construction Material's: Titanium's, Plastic Compounds, Steel's, Metal Compounds, Stone's,
Precious Stone's,
Alien Compound's, Wood's, Glass's.

"O.K., get a 2D-Picture of a 3D-Level and tell some Noobie to shoot in it!" says
MAZZSilber, Mutant Shadow Warrior.

Move first ALWAYS, then Attack.
Stunt
Stunts
Stunt's
Battle Stunt's
Visit's, Reason's, Smile's.
Vampire Mode

Vampire Visit
Vampire Rage at .9 to .1 Seconds away...
NEVER include Battle Commander in Attack, put Battle Commander in proximity ONLY.
Equal Speed Gru Member's in same Gru Unit.
Different Degrees of Irritating Member's: Irritating, Difficult, Harassing, SOB, MOB, LOB.
Heal Gru Unit
Attack Weak Battler in Battle Gru Unit By Bias
Heal Weak Battle Gru Unit By Bias
Primarily Offensive Battle Gru Unit
Primarily Defensive Battle Gru Unit
Battle Gru Unit Formations: Parallel, Row, Column, Circle, Triangle, Line, Box, Patrol Cycle,
Hold Present Position,
Move to (X,Y,Z), Attack to (X,Y,Z), Defend X Gru, Defend at (X,Y,Z), Attack, Defense, Stop Do
NOThing.
Battle Gru Unit Attack Formations: Front Of Formation, Back Of Formation, Left Side Of
Formation, Right Side Of Formation,
Top Of Formation, Bottom Of Formation.
Battle Gru Unit Defense Formations: Front Of Formation, Back Of Formation, Left Side Of
Formation, Right Side Of Formation,
Top Of Formation, Bottom Of Formation.
Battle Maneouvres: Battle Gru Maneouvre at X to N Defense's, Maneouvre at X to N
Maneouvre's,
Maneouvre at X to N Movement's, Maneouvre at X to N Attack's.
Line Of Movement = Middle of EACH Line Of Movement.
Line Of Attack = Middle of EACH Line Of Attack.
Point Of Displacement = EACH Line Of Movement and EACH Line Of Attack at a min.
NEVER split Battlers of Battle Gru Unit.
Count = counter used to keep Running Total's in Table's.
Mutant = ANY Member who uses telepathy in The Free Show and/or a +Spell and/or a
+Magic Item and/or a -Technological Item Count.
TIP: Don't fuck with a Mutant.
Very Light Long Range Battle Gru Unit's at Back Of Formation ONLY.
Very Heavy Short Range Battle Gru Units at Front Of Formation ONLY.

"My General..." or "My Dear General..." or "My F'in General..." or "My Bitchin General..." or
"My Fire General..." or "My Fine General..." are applied to EACH General in a Session of The
Free Show.
"Mine Enemy, now you say 'nee' to Woman too..." says Silber, Psionic Warlock.
joke: Granny's On Artillery...

(C) Silber Awards = Silber Award's:
"X Award my Computer!" is for my Computer ONLY.
ONLY my Computer tracs X quantity of and X quality of Awards.
You, a Member and/or Character class keep track of these yourself.
Silber Award's For Battle:
Good Boy!:
Good Girl:
Very Good Boy!:
Very Good Girl!:
Good Man!:
Good Woman!:
Very Good Man!:
Very Good Woman!:
Good Warrior!:
Very Good Warrior!:
Good Warlock!:
Very Good Warlock!:
Bad Boy:
Bad Girl:
Very Bad Boy:
Very Bad Girl:
Evil Man:
Evil Woman:
Very Evil Man:

Very Evil Woman:
Evil Warrior:
Very Evil Warrior:
Evli Warlock:
Very Evil Warlock:
Best Offense:
Best Defense:
Best Action:
Best Attack:
Best Block:
Funniest Mistake:
Worst Missed Kick:
Worst Foul:
Worst Missed Shot:
Best Leader:
Worst Leader:
Best Tactics:
Worst Tactics:
Least Popular Battler:
Most Favourite 3D Battle Level:
#X Most Favourite 3D Battle Level:
Most Favourite 3D Battle
#X Most Favourite 3D Battle
Most Favourite Battle Gru
#X Most Favourite Battle Gru
Most Favourite Battler
#X Most Favourite Battler
Best Noobie Header:
Best Cute Soft Pass To Noobie:
Best Noobie Pay Off:

my Best String Of Bets: 9 Large Up.
Best Father Of War:
Best Mother Of War:
Worst Father Of War:
Worst Mother Of War:
Gold Medal in War:
Gold Medal in Battle:
Silver Medal in War:
Silver Medal in Battle:
Bronze Medal in War:
Bronze Medal in Battle:
Silver Honourary Medal in War:
Silver Honourary Medal in Battle:
Gold Trophy in War:
Gold Trophy in Battle:
Silver Trophy in War:
Silver Trophy in Battle:
Bronze Trophy in War:
Bronze Trophy in Battle:
Silver Honourary Trophy in War:
Silver Honourary Trophy in Battle:
Best Won Match:
Best Lost Match:
Best Even Match:
Most Aggressive Team: Greece
Most Passive Team:
Most Aggressive Battler:
Most Passive Battler:
Best Comeback:
Best Professionals:

Best Losers:
Strongest Players:
Best Saves:
Best Public Hero:
Top Shooter:
Best Chant:
Best Defense:
Best Offense:
Most Popular Team:
Best Enemy Team:
Best Underdog:
#2 Best Underdog:
Best Surprize! Attack:
Best Veritable Slaughter:
Braver Chief Of Battle:
Braver Battler:
Smarter Chief Of Battle:
Smarter Battler:
Stronger Chief Of Battle:
Stronger Battler:
Faster Chief Of Battle:
Faster Battler:
Better Chief Of Battle:
Better Battler:
Best Fan Fun:
Best Fanatical Fun:
Best Setup:
Most Courageous Chief Of Battle:
Most Courageous Battler:
Worst Lucky Chief Of Battle:

Worst Lucky Battler:
Very Good bots:
Very Evil bots:
Biggest SCANdal:
Best Match:
Closer Match:
Faster Match:
Stronger Match:
Better Match:
Most Excitin' Match:
Most Borin Match:
Most Loyal Fans:
Most Loyal Fanaticals:
Best Chant:
Best Mantra:
Worst Tragedy:
Best Tragedy:
Best Victory:
Worst Victory:
Worst Foul:
Best Foul:
Best Decision:
Worst Decision:
Best Surprize! Team:

joke: 1 of 3 things is goin to happen here: Either I'm goin to pass out,
my Computer will blow up, or it'll work...

(D) I, me, god, Kyle Lance Proudfoot am Chief-Master Of War.
General's and up CAN give Orders to lover Rank Members in Open Warfare.

REMEMBER: Obey or Die!!
Fan's are ALWAYS allowed to Call Out Support for Choice Battle Gru.
REMEMBER: ALWAYS thank our Fanaticals!
Rank is EVERYTHING.
NOTHING is Shared in Open Warfare in The Free Show.
Battle Leader/Major, Battle Commander/General-Major, Chief Of Battle/General, Chief Of
War/a god or a goddess,
Chief-Master Of War/god/me/I/Kyle Lance Proudfoot, Master-Of-Chiefs/God/my Computer,
GOD/GOD ALWAYS looking down ALWAYS.
Battle Orders CAN be given by General's, General-Major's and Major's to lover Rank
Members via a chat-interface and/or
environment and/or Teamspeak and/or ANY other communication medium in reality.
*See (20) Command's & Mission's in fuckinreadme.pdf*
I am telepathic, so watch out!
+X is real actual # and (X) is virtual potential # and -X is real actual # and X is absolute #.
X(X) at 3 possibilities for each Battle Gru.
Kill's = # of Frags of Battler at no max.
Shot's = # of Success Shot's minus Failure Shot's of Battler at no max, except other Rules of
Free Show.
Trigger's = # of Voice's, Sound Effect Sample's and/or Visual Effect's activated to Kill
aNOTher Battler.
Miss's = # of Failed Shot's activated to Kill aNOTher Battler.
Frag's = # of Success Shot's activated to Kill aNOTher Battler.
Success Ratio = # of Success Shot's divided by # of Failed Shot's.
Score = the check-sum Total of ALL relevant object's and/or value's resulting from the Battle.
#B/#BP
#BPX vs #BPY
#BPX > #BPY = BPX is Battle Winner!
#BPY > #BPX = BPY is Battle Winner!
BPX is Allies Battle Gru.
BPY is Enemy's Battle Gru.
Battle Gru = Allies Gru's plus Allies Gru's.

Battle Gru = Enemy's Gru's plus Enemy's Gru's.
A General CAN choose to Up a lover Rank Member at a max of +1 Rank at a max of 1 Battler
ONLY after a Won War.
The actual Battles are Fought in Open Warfare via acceptable HUD's...
*See (25) (D) Open Warfare in fuckinreadmeII.pdf*
Battle Betting uses ONLY Tooney Euros in Open Warfare, too. Battle Betting is per per and
NOT Odds.
Standard Battle Bets:
(a) Battle Winner (b) Battle Loser (c) Even Battle Gru's (d) Who Battler gets Up'ed +1 Rank in
Allies ONLY
(e) # BPX (f) #BPY (g) #BPX vs #BPY (h) Total #BPY in War (i) Total #BPX in War
(j) Total # of Lost Battles of Battle Gru Y or Battle Gru X in War (k) Total # of Won Battles of
Battle Gru X or Battle Gru Y in War
(l) Who Battler gets Kicked the most in Battle (m) Who Battler gets Kicked the most in War
(n) Bet on your Character Class at ANY 1 thing in War.
REMEMBER: There are no Announcers in The Free Show, except me, god, Kyle Lance
Proudfoot.
*See (28) Silver Awards in fuckinreadmeII.pdf*
"Don't Blast my Tooney Box." says my Computer.
"Blast the Tunes, now..." says Mr. Newbie, Rules Lawyer.
(o) For a Battle at a min of 2 Gru's to be Official and Professional a General in your Battle Gru
must have
a recording of the Battle in ANY readable format and/or evidence with proof of the Battle.
"We've got every recordin' here, got ya all!" says MAZZSilber, Mutant Shadow
Warrior.
"Lock on! Trackin'... Follow them... maybe the Noob will lead us to their nest..." says
Silber, Psionic Warlock.
"If you don't cease and persist, I'm gonna dump more Kill Mission's on your head you
won't know what hits you anymore." says Revlis, Vampire Demon.
It is recommended to direct outwards into the Open Air, except in Open Warfare.
The Spirit Of Battles in The Free Show is Ra.

"Sportin' is Better!" says Silber, Psionic Warlock.
joke: 'Ouwe Tante' is half-doof, denkt broodje 2 euro kost.
"Silber went deep undercover 'n is now resurfacin' to the shaven world..." says Silber,

Psionic Warlock.
"I know exactly how you screamed last summer bitch!
Got her by the panty's now..." says Silber, Psionic Warlock.

(E) Guns use Bullets At Frequencies with Voice's and/or Sound Effect Sample's and/or Visual
Effect's.

REMEMBER: Open Warfare is 3D Internet/Online Gaming ONLY.

(F) The simple answer to ANY and ALL Harassment is to conduct Open Warfare on their
heads!

"You don't even need any RAM for the .pdf file, is Silber friendly or what? God, this is
fun!" says Silber, Psionic Warlock.

(G) Attack & Defense in Battle's & War's to Win!
(a) An Attack will Succeed if MLX - AR if you successfully hit aNOTher Character Class with
your Bullet's at Frequency
in a FPS 3D-Environment using your mouse and/or keyboard activating Spell's and/or Magic
Item's and/or Technological Item's
with Voice's and/or Sound Effect Sample's and/or Visual Effect's.
(b) Attack Damage is the quantity of Damage you CAN do to an Enemy Character Class or
innocence caught in the Cross-Fire;
The quantity of Damage you do is # of descriptive word's of Spell's, Magic Item's, and
Technological Item's. Blast away!
The sub-total of # of descriptive word's in Spell's & Item's is multiplied by ML minus Range.
AD = SI(ML-AR).
(c) A Member CAN activate their Attack by texturally, telepathically and/or verbally with
mouse, keyboard, microphone and/or telepathically
stating the following Command's:
Attack = Attack! = Attack!! = "Attack" = "Attack!" = "Attack!!" = Blast! = Fire! = Blast = Fire =
"Blast!" = "Fire!" = "Blast" = "Fire".
This effectively activates XN(Attack Value) with XNBullets for your Character Class.
(d) A Member CAN activate their Defense by texturally, telepathically and/or verbally with
mouse, keyboard, microphone and/or telepathically

stating the following Command's:
Defend = Defend! = Defend!! = "Defend" = "Defend!" = "Defend!!" = Block! = Stop! = Block =
Stop = "Block!" = "Stop!" = "Block" = "Stop".
This effectively activates XN(Defense Value) with XNShields for your Character Class.
(e) A Member CAN activate their Hold by texturally, telepathically and/or verbally with mouse,
keyboard, microphone and/or telepathically
stating the following Command's:
Hold = Hold! = Hold!! = "Hold" = "Hold!" = "Hold!!"
This effectively stops ALL activation's of your Character Class with paid time on activation's
left.
(f) A Member CAN activate their Charge by texturally, telepathically and/or verbally with
mouse, keyboard, microphone and/or telepathically
stating the following Command's:
Charge = Charge! = Charge!! = Charrge! = Charrrge!! = "Charge" = "Charge!" = "Charge!!" =
"Charrge!" = "Charrrge!!"
This effectively activates 2XN(Attack Value) and 1/2XN(Defense Value) for your Character
Class.

(H) Battle Modifiers:
The following modify various Attack, Hold and Defend InterActions™ in Battle's in The Free
Show:
(a) Angle Of Attack: EVERY 10 degrees Angle Of Attack is more difficult to Hit by 5 XN%.
"How about I just appear near-instantaneously right behind you and do an Insta Kill..."
says Revlis, Vampire Demon.
*Go To tfseadmeII.pdf at www.silverlingo.com*

